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.AtsST'R.ACT

Singular compactifications of iocally compact Hausdorff spaces were fi¡st

introduced over a decade ago. An elegant charactenzation of singular compacti-

fications is the following: A compactifîcation cX of the locally compacr Hausdorff

space X is singular if and only if a)ilX is a retract of cuX. In this project we

provide a new representation of singular compactifications and produce various

characterizations of these. These cha¡acterizations allow us to answer five open

questions concerning this family of compactifications: 1) Are there

compactifications which are not the supremum of a family of singular

compactifications? 2) If f and g are two singular functions such that S(f) is

homeomorphic to S(g) when is X Ur S(Ð equivalent to X U, S(g)? 3) Is the

supremum of all singular compactifications always PX? 4) If the family of all

singular compactifications forms a lattice does this imply that pX is a singular

compactification? 5) When does a space X have a largest singular compactification?

It has been previously shown that the supremum of singular compactifications

need not itself be a singular compactification. Examples of this fact are easy find.

We provide necessary and sufficient conditions on X for the supremum of any

collection of singular compactifications to be a singular compactification. In

particular we characterize those spaces X for which the supremum of the family of

all singular compactifications is itself a singular compactification. In other words,

we describe those spaces X which can be densely embedded in some compact space

6.r.X where pXtX is a retract of çr.X and where pX is the largest such space (in the

lattice of compactifications of X) possessing this property. As an immediate

corollary to the above result we obtain a characterization of those locally compact

Hausdorff spaces for which the Stone-Öech compactification is singular.
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We also show that not all compactifications of X can be expressed as the

supremum of a collection of singular compactifications.

Vy'e also investigate another compactification of a space X called the perfect

compactification. An algebraic characterizalon of the subring C"(X) associated to a

perfect compactification cvX of X is known. We have provided an alternate proof to

this characterization. We have also introduced a new compactifîcation called the

ps eudoperfect compactification. Two cha¡acterizations of pseudoperfect

compactif,rcations are given. We also show that all perfect compactifications and all

compactifications of pseudocompact spaces are pseudoperfect. An example of a

pseudoperfect compacrif,rcation which is not a perfect compactification is provided.
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CHAPT'ER N

PRELXMTNARY NOT'TONS

Ali hypothesized topological spaces will be assumed to be tocally compact and

Hausdorff.

Two compactifications cuX and yX of a space X are said to be equívalent if there

is a homeomorphism f : aX -) VX f¡om ctX onto yX which fixes the points of

X. This defines an equivalence relation on the family of all compactifications of X.

When we will speak of a compactification cYX of X it will be understood that we are

referring to the equivaìence class of cuX. The notation uX = yX will mean that cX

is equivalent to yX. V/e will say that the compactification ocX is less than or equal

to the compactification yX, denoted by aX 5 VX if there is a continuous function

f :yX -) cX of yX onto cuX which acts as the identity on X. This defines a

paftial order on the family Kff) of a1l compactifications of X. It is well known that

KCX) is a complete lattice with respect to the pafüal ot¿"t s(see2.l9 in [C]). l-et7(

be a subfamily of K(X). If the supremum cYX of ffi belongs to 3( we will say that

7t has a largest element, namely acX. We will say that an element yX of 7( is a

maximal element of 7t if there does not exist an element (X in ?f such that (X >

yX. (The reader is referred to [C] for details on the subject). If cvX and yX are

compactifications of X such that o¿X S yX, we will denote the projection map

from yX onto ccx which fixes the points of X by tr.ro.

The family of compactifications studied here was first defined and discussed in

ICFGM]. We inuoduce the object of ou¡ study in the following definitions which

appear in [CFGM].

tr.L Definitions A singular compactifícation induced by the function f is

constructed as follows: Let f : X ->K be a continuous function from the space X

9/26/92 Ph. D. Thesis Robert André University of Manitoba



into a compact set K. læt the síngular.rer, S(Ð, of f be defined as the set {x €
cl*f [X] : for any neighbourhood U of x, clrf*[U] is not compact]. If S(Ð = K rhen

f is said to be a singular map.It is easy to verify that S (Ð is closed in K and that if f
is a singular map then f[X] is dense in S(Ð. If f is a singular map the singular

compacttfrcation of X índuced byl, denoted by X Ur S(Ð, is the set X U S(Ð

where the basic neighbourhoods of the points in X are the same as in the original

space X, and the points of S(Ð have neighbourhoods of form U U (f -ruNF)

where U is open in S(Ð and F is a compact subset of X. This defines a compact

Hausdorff topology on X U¡ S(Ð in which X is a dense subspace. We will say that

a compactification cr¿X of X is a síngular compactifrcatíon if o¿X is equivalent to X

Ur S(Ð for some singular map f.

Recall that amapr: X-) A sendingX into a subsetA of X is called a

retraction if it is continuous and it fixes the points of A. The subset A is then called

aretract of X.

We begin by stating some basic properties known to be possessed by singular

compactifications. The following is theorem a in [G].

f..2 THEOREM IGI The singular compactifications of X are precisely those

compactifications aX of X whose remainder a)ÔX is a retract of ccX.

Since a constant map is continuous, orX\X is a retract of coX (the one-point

compactification of Ð. So <,¡X is always a singular compactification.

L.3 REMARK If r: cyX -) cXV( is a retraction from ccX onto cr¿X\X then rl¡

is a singular map which induces the singular compactihcation X U,l* S(rlÐ (since if

U is open in cc)AX and clarl¡-tLl is compact then (cvX\clxrlx'[U]) o r-[U] is a

non-empty open subset of acX contained in cu)ilX). Hence X U,l*S(rlx) = cX.

Conversely if f is a singular map it is easily verified that its extension fx : X Ui S(Ð

þ9/26/92 Ph. D. Thesis Robert André University of Manitoba



-> S(Ð which acts as the identity function on S(Ð is continuous and is a retraction

map from X UrS(Ð onto S(f).

We a-lso have the following imporrant result from [G].

1.4 THEOREM (fheorem 7, [G]) If cuX is a singular compacrificarion and yX

is any compactification of X less than cvX then yX is also a singular compacti-

fication.

L.5 NOTATION For any compactification yX of X, Cy(X) will denote the set

{flx:f € C(yX)}. If f is a bounded real-valued. singular function, f will be

regarded as a function from X into clsflXl, i.e. we are letting K (in our definition

of singular map) be clnflX].The set Sy will denote the set of all singular maps in

C.y(X). Thus SB denotes the collection of all singular maps in C*(X). In order to be

more specific we may sometimes use the notation S"(X) instead of S" indicating

precisely the space X under consideration. If I C Cy(X),9v will denote the set of

extensions fv to 1X of the functions f in 9. The following is a generalization of

theorem 1.1 of iCCFl.

1.6 LEMMA Let f be a continuous function from a space X to a compact

Hausdorff space Z.I-,etY = clzf[X] and K;ç = {F C X : F is compact}. Then S(f) =

ñ[clvfÞCtF]:F ( Kx ].

Proof: We first show that S(Q is contained in ñ {clyflXÆl : F € Kx}. Let F (

K¡. Suppose p belongs to Y\clyf[)AF]. Then there exists an open neighbourhood U

of p such that f-[U] C F. Hence p ç S(Ð. We have thus shown that S(Ð Ç

clvf[)OF]. Since F was arbitrarily chosen in K¡, it follows that S(Ð Ç n {clvf[)CtF]

: F € K¡ ). Suppose now that x belongs to O {clyf[XtF] : f € Kx]. Ifx belongs to

79126/92 Ph. D. Thesis Robert André University of Manitoba



Y\S(Ð then there exists an open neighbourhood U of x in Y such that clyf'[U] is

compact. But

x(O{clvf[)CtF]:f€Kx]

C clyfp(tclxf*Ml (since cl¡f*[U] € Kx)

C clyfl)Ctf*lu]l

C clyf"f*[Y\U]

: Y\U.

This contradicts the fact that x belongs to U. Consequently n {clyfl)AFl : f € K¡}

C S(Ð.The lemma follows.

QED

Proposition 1.7 is a generalization of lemma I in [CF].

tr.7 PR.OPOSITION lf ccX is a compactification of X, K is a compacr

Hausdorff space and f : X -) K is a continuous function which extends to f., :

cX -) K then f'[ct)ÕX] = S(Ð.

Froof: We will first show that f"[cv)AX] is contained in cl"sgìfp(\Fl for all F

( K¡ and apply the previous lemma. Læt F ( Kx. Then cc)AX Ç cl¿<QCrF). Hence

f"[cu)ilX] C f'[clo¡()ilF)] C cl"¡1¡¡¡fl)ÕFl . Since this is true for all F € K¡,

f'[c)ilXJ e r-ì{cl"¡¡¡¡rfl)AF] : F ( Kx}. By the previous lemma f'[c)AX] C S(Ð.

læt p € lilf"fcuX\X]. I-et U be an open neighbourhood (in K) of p such that

cl¡çU misses f'[cu)ÕX]. Then cl¡f '[J] C f-[cl"qxll.lj, which is a compact subset

of X. This implies that p cannot belong to S(Ð. Hence S(Ð = f"[aXtXl.

QEÐ

1.8 COROI-LARY Letf : X-> K be a continuous map into a compact

Hausdorff space such that f[X] is dense in K. I.et Er(X) denote the set of all

compactifications ccX of X such that f : X -) K extends to f" : cuX -) K. Then

9/26192 Ph. D. Thesis Robert André University of Manitoba



f is a singular map if and only if f"[a)ÕX] contains f[X] for some (equivalently for

a1l) ccX ( Er(Ð.

Proof: ( =>) If f is a singular map then S(f) = K = clçf[X] (by definition). By

1.7, f*[ctXV(] = S(Ð = clrflXl for all ¿cX € E(X), hence f[X] is contained in

f'[cu)ilX].

(<=) Suppose now that f"[cuXrX] contains f[X] for some o¿X € E(X). Since

f[X] is dense in K (by hypothesis) clrflXl = K. We must show that S(f) = K. Let p

€ K and U be an open neighbourhood of p in K = clxf[X]. Then f"-[U] meets

cuX\X, hence cl¿çf*[u] meets ccX\X. Since cl¡f-[U] is dense in cl*¡f*[U], cl¡çf*[U]

cannot be compact. Hence p belongs to S(Ð. Since K = S(Ð, f is singular.

QED

V/e will state now for future reference the following well known result

concerning compactifications (see chapter 2 of [C]).

X,.9 TTIEOREM Let A be a subalgebra of C*(X) that contains the constant

functions, and separates the points and closed sets of X. Then,

1) there is a compactification yaX of X with these properties:

la) For every f in A there exists an fv in C(V¡,X) such that frlx = f.

lb) læt trv = {f, : f ( A }. Then Ar separates the points of yaX.

2) if aX is a compactification of X with the properties:

2a) For every f in A there exists an f" in C(ctÐ such that f*lx = f
2b) The family Ad = { f' : f € A} separates points of yaX,

then cyX and.yaX are equivalent compactifications of X. In other words, y¡X is

uniquely determined (up to equivalence) by properties 1a) and 1b).

Furthermore it is well known that if C"(X) E C'CX) then cX É yX (see [F] for

a discussion of this last statement).

9/26/92 Ph. D. Thesis Robert André I University of Maniloba



l-et9 C C*(Ð. The evaluatíon map e1e induced by I is the function e.e : X -)
FI{Iu : g € I } (where, for each g, I, is a closed interval conraining glxl) defined

by e.e(x) = <g(x)>e 6 .s. Note that the closure in [-I, e cI, of %t X] is a compact ser.

If ccX is a compactiflcation of X and I C C"(X) then I'will denote the family

of a]l extensions of the functions in I to cuX.

By the uníþrm norm topology or metric topology on C*(X) we will mean the

topology on C*(X) in which the closure of sets is the closure under uniform

convergence. The metric on C*(X) is defined as follows: d(f,g) = sup {lf(x) - g(x)l :

x ( X] (see the introductory paragraph of chapter 16 of [Gfl).

The following result is the only theorem in tl-l. We offer a simpler proof of that

theorem here.

L.L0 PROPOSXTION tLll-etI Ç C*(X). Then there exists a smallest

compactification to which all functions in (9 extend-

Proof: Every function g: X-) clpglX] in I extends to gÊ rPX->
cleg[X]. l,et T = ile (.sI, where Iris as above. Then the evaluation map e€ induced

by 9, extends to esF : PX -> cl-¡e.sF[XJ. The following collection of sets

[(e.ee)-(y)n F)(tX:y ( (clre.eFtpx])þ.sÊt{] U {{x} :x € X}

is a decomposition of pX. We claim it is upper semiconúnuous. Since p)ñX is

closed in BX we need only verify that the decomposition of P)C\X induced above is

upper semicontinuous (see theorem 2.4.13 of tEl). But since aeFlp)ilx is continuous

this decomposition of B)CtX is automatically upper semicontinuous. The resulting

quotient space is a compactification aX of X. It is easily seen that 9' = C(aX) =

{r'lf%" : f ( 9} where tr¡ is the projection map. Hence 9" separates the points of

cc>AX. We claim that crX is the smallest compactification to which all functions in

<9 extend. Suppose yX is a compactification which is strictly less than cuX. Then

y)ilX results from some upper semicontinuous decomposition of cu)CtX. Suppose

109/26192 Ph. D. Thesis Robert André University of Manitoba



the projection map rro"y r yX -> yX from yX to yX collapses the two points p

and q in y)CtX. Let f ( C,(X) such that f"(p) * f'(q). If f ( C"(X) rhen f'(p) =

flv[m'v[{p,Q}] = f"(q) (see the first paragraph of chapter 1 and 1.5 for norarion).

Since this is a contradiction, f É C"(x). Hence not every function in C*CX) exrends

to yX. This establishes the claim. We now show that c¿X is unique in the sense

that, if yX is another "smallest" compactifîcation to which all functions in I
extend, then yX is equivalent to ccX. Suppose yX is a compactification to which

all functions in (9 extend and is such that, for any compactificarion (X strictly less

than yX, there is some function f in g which does not extend to (X. Then 9v must

separates the points of y)ilX (for if p and q are rwo points in yX\X which are not

separated by 9t we may obtain a strictly smaller compactification of X to which all

functions in I extend by collapsing p and q to a single point). Since the one-point

compactification <oX of X is less than or equal to all compactifications qX of X

then C.(X) ç q(X) for all compactifications qX. Hence the subalgebra <C,(X)

u g> generated by c.X U € is contained in both c,(x) and c"(X). since go

separates the points of cX\X and €v separates the points of y)ilX then <C.(X) U

€>" and <C.(X) U g>v separate the points of cr¿X and yX respecrively. (This

follows from the fact that C(<'¡X) separates the points of o¡X. This implies that, 1)

C.CX) separates the points of X, 2) C(<oX) separates the outgrowth o¡X\X of r,¡X

from all points in X, hence C,(X)'t will separate the outgrowth q)C\X of any

compactification qX from any point in X). We apply the Stone-V/ieirstrass theorem

(see 9.34 of [Ro]) to conclude that the closure in the uniform norrn topology of

<C.(X) U 9>" equals C(ccX). Similarly the closure in the uniform topology of

<C."(X) U 9>v equals C(VX).Hence the closure of <C.(X) U g> is

simultaneously equal to C"(X) and C"(X). This implies that eX and yX are

equivalent compactifications (see the final statement of 1.9). Hence we have shown

9/26/92 Ph. D. Thesis Robert André 1 1 University of Manitoba



that aX is unique (up to equivalence).

QEÐ

The following notation was introduced in paragraph 2 of [F].

x.Lx. lvoTATIoN If .9 is contained in c*(X), the symbol osx will denote the

smallest compactification to which all functions in I extend. If f betongs to CxÇK),

<o¡X will denote the smallest compactif,rcation of X to which f extends.

Observe that <'l.sX is always the smallest compactif,rcation to which e.s extends.

To see this, note that whenever the collection of functions g extends to a compacti-

fication aX of X, so does e.9; hence e.e extends to ô.sX. Conversely, if ee extends

to cuX we obtain an extension f' € C(aX) of f ( I by defining f" ro be n¡e*"

where tr¡ is the projection map. Hence the families of compactifications to which

e.e and (9 extend are the same. It must then follow that they have the same smallest

member and that <'lsX is equivalent to the smallest compactification of X to which

e.g extendS.

t.12 PROPOSITION l,et cX be a compactification of X and g C C"(X). Then

(9* separates the points of cr)ÕX iff e.s"( = es.) is one-to-one on cu)AX.

Proof: Suppose (9" separates the points of c)AX. læt p and q be distinct points

in ccX\X. Then there exists a function f in I such that f"(p) * f"(q). Hence e.e"(p) É

e.e"(q). It follows that e.9"is one-to-one on cX\X. Conversely if e.9"is one-to-one on

cX\X then, if p and q are distinct points in cX\X, es"(p) * e.e"(q); this can only

happen if there exists some function f in I such that f'(p) * f'(q). Hence 9o

separates the points of c¿)AX.

QED

129126/92 Ph. D. Thesis Robert André University of Manitoba



For further reference we formally present the following easy result which

appears in the proof of theorem I of [F].

X..13 PROPOSITION [F] t"etg Ç C*(X) and cvX be a compactification of X.

Then c¿X = t",cX if and only if each function g in I extends to g'in C(cvX) and9"

separates the points of cc>AX.

Froof: (=>) Suppose aX = <,¡sX.Then, by definition of osX, every

function f in9 extends to a function fo in C(cuX). Fu¡thermore9o must separate the

points of cX\X for, if not, we may collapse any two points in o¿XlX which are not

separated by I'to obtain a compactification strictly smaller than orsX to which

each member of (9 extends, thus obtaining a contradiction. Hence g" separates the

points of aXV(.

1<=) Since every function f in I extends to a function f. in C(cuÐ then rosX is

less than or equal to aX (by definition of o¡sX). Since 9" separates the points of

a)ôX then or.gX cannot be strictly less than crX, hence cuX = <r¡.sX. This proves

the proposition.

QEÐ

Compactifications of the form ar.sX are briefly discussed in [F]. From 1.7 and

1.13 we see that <ù¡X\X is homeomorphic to S(Ð for all f € C*(X). (Since {f''}
separates the points of <o¡X\X it is one-to-one on <o¡X\x; hence f.rl.r¡ççis a

homeomo¡phism.)

Note that if o¿X is a compactifîcation and C"(X) = {flx : f € C(cuX)} is its

associated subalgebra then, since C(crX) separates points of ccX\X, a¡c,(x)X =
ccX. Hence every compactification cuX can be expressed in the form <o.sX for some

g c c*ÇK).

We will denote the one-point compactification of X by <,rX; hence C"(X) = {glx

:g € C(r,rX)) (see 1.5).
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In paragraph 2 o1[F], the author presents the following definition.

1.L4 ÐEFxNxrIoN If f a¡d g belong to cx(x), we will say rhat/ is equívalent

to g, denoted by f = g, if f - g € C.,(X). If9 and 9F aresubsers of C*(X), .9 is said

to be equívalent to 9, denoted by I = 9, íf every function g in I is equivalent to

some function l inØ and conversely.

If 9 is contained in C*(X), 49> will denote the subalgebra generated by g and

clc"øl€> will denote its closure in the uniform norm topology on C"(X).

In corollary 1 of [F] we have the following useful proposition:

1.X.5 PROPOSITION tFl If I C C*(X) then C.n(X) = clc,ocx)<C,ÇK) U g>,

(the closure in the uniform norm topology of the subalgebra generated by C,CX) U

9) where C.o6) = {flx : f € C(or.sX)} (as in 1.5).

Also, in theorem 1 of [CF] we have the following result:

n.16 THEOREM [CF] If cX is a compactification of X and tg E S* then crX =

sup{XUr S(Ð: f ( €} if andonlyif9'separatesthepointsof ccAX.

On page 29 of [G], the author describes a method of constructing a compacti-

fication of X by using the singular set of a function f even if this function is not a

singular map. The construction of this compactification is very similar to the

construction of singular compactifications. V/e describe it here. l,et f : X -) Y be

a continuous map from a space X to a compact Hausdorff space Y. V/e define a

topology on the set X U S(Ð as follows: The basic open neighbourhoods of the

points in X will be the same as in the original space X. If p ( S(Ð we define a basic

open neighbourhood of p to be any set of form V U tf-lol\Fl where O is an open

neighbourhood of p in Y, V: O l^l S(Ð and F is a compact set in X.
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n "L7 NOT'ATION We will denote X U S(f) equipped with the topology

described above by X U* S(Ð.

It is shown in theorem 9 of [G] that X U * S(Ð is indeed a Hausdorff compacti-

fication of X. We note that if f is a singular map then X Ur S(Ð = X U* S(Ð.

We will also make use of the following previously established results.

X..18 PROPOSITION Q-emma 1, [G]) If f : X-> Y is a singular function

mapping X into a closed subspace K of the compact Hausdorff space Y and g : Y

-> Z is continuous so that clz(g:fl{) =Z,then gof is a singular function.

X..19 PROPOSITXOI.{ (Corollary 3, [F]) If I and I ne two equivalent subsets

of C*(X) then ar.sX is equivalent to <'lsFX.

(It is also shown immediately following corollary 3 in [F] that the converse of

the above statement fails).

1,.20 PROPOSITION (Lemma 2, [F]) l,et {oriX

compactifications of X and let o¿X= sup{c1X :

clc*Qcl<U{C*CX) :i ( A}>.

:i( A)

i( A),

be a family of

then Co(X) =

l.2L THEOREM [Theorem 2, [F]l If g C C*(X) separates the points from the

closed sets in X, then sup(<o¡X : f € 9) = oeX.

In [SS] the authors use a special type of function from a space X into a

compact Hausdorff space K to construct a compactification of X. This compac-

tification is the closure of the graph of f in <oX x K (where ¿,¡X is the one-point

compactification of X). This construction is illustrated in the fÏrst theorem of [SS].

'We state this theorem here. In what follows the point at infinity of the one-point
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compactification o¡X of X will be denoted by - and N(-) will mear a neighbour-

hood of "o in rr¡X.

1.22 TFIEOREM [ss] læt X be locally compacr and non-compacr and let K be a

compact Hausdorff space. If there is a continuous map f : X -) K from X into K

such that f[N(-) ll X] is dense in K for all neighbourhoods N("") of oo in a¡X then

X has a compactification X* with K as a remainder. Indeed, such an X* is the

closure of the graph of f in a¡X x K.

If f : X -> K is a function from the space X inro a space K let G¡ denore

the graph {(x,f(x)) : x ( X} of f. In the proof of the above theorem the authors

show that, for the function f : X -) K satisfying the property described in the

statement, the map h : X -) cl.¡ç 
" 

¡çG¡ defined by h(x) = (x,f(x)) embeds X

densely into clr¡¡xrGr ând that cl.¡*¡çG¡\G¡= {""} x K (hence cl,XrçG¡ can be

viewed as a compactification of X whose outgrowth is K).

The following is a generalization of the result found on page 607 of

[CFGM]. Theorem 1.23 states that the singular compactifications coincide with

those constructed by the method described in I.22. The proof is practically identical

to the one outlined in [CFMG]. For complereness we provide the details.

1.23 THEOREM Let X be locally compacr and non-compacr a¡d let K be a

compact Hausdorff space. If f : X -> K is a singular function which maps X

densely into K then f maps N("") ll X densely into K for any N(..). Furthermore

X Ur S(Ð is equivalent to cl,¡ * ¡G¡ (in the sense that if m and h each embed X

into X Ur S(Ð ând cl,¡r¡çG¡ respectively then there exists a homeomorphism j

fromX Ur S(Ð onto cl.y*rGr such that j"m(x) = h(x)).Hence a singular

compactification induced by a singular function f is equivalent to the closure of the

graph of f in oX x S(f). Conversely, if f : X -> K is a function from X into K
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which maps N(-) n X densely into K for any N(..) then f is a singular map and

cl.x*rGr is equivalent to X Ur S(Ð (as a compactification of X = G¡). Hence

the closure of the graph of a function f (in oX x K) satisfying the above property

a-lways yields a singular compactification of X.

Froof: (=>) I-et X be locally compact and non-compact and let K be a

compact Hausdorff space. Suppose f : X -) K is a singular function which maps

X densely into K and let cuX = X Ur S(f). Since f is singular, S(Ð = K. Let N1-¡

be some neighbourhood of "" in o¡X. Then X\N(".) is compact; hence c¿)ilX C

cl,yN(".). 1'¡us fa[arx\X] e f"[cl,¡(N(*) n X)] = clrf[N(-) n X].By 1.7 we

know that f'[crr)AXl = K; hence flN(-) O X] is dense in K. By the Steiner-Steiner

theorem we can construct a compactification cl.ox x çG¡ of X (= GÐ such that the

remainder cl.x * sG¡\G¡ is K (: {""} x K). We claim that X Ur S(Ð = cl,x *

¡çG¡. l-et j : X U¡ S(Ð -> cl,xr ¡çG¡be a function from X Ur S(Ð on[o cl,¡,

¡çGldefinedas follows:j(x) = (x,f(x)) if x ( X and j(k) = (-,k)if k € S(Ð =K. It

will suffice to show that j pulls back open neighbourhoods of poinrs in cl,¡, çG¡

\Gr - {""} x K to open subsets of X U¡ S(Ð.Iæt (-,k) be apoint in cl,¡*¡çG¡\G¡

and U x V be an open neighbourhood of (-,k) in ¿oX x K. Observe that since U is

an open neighbourhood of "oin c¡X then )ilU is a compact subset of X. Hence

X(N(-) n U is a non-empty compact subset of X. It is easily verified that j'[U x

Vl = (*[UxV]nGr) U û'[UxVlOcl.¡*rGr\GÐ=(Jnf*[V]) U V.We

claimthat(u n f*ryl) U VisopeninX Ui S(Ð.LettbeapointinV(C S(Ð=

K). Then, if C is a compact subset of X, V U f*[VJ\C is an open neighbourhood of

t in X Ur S(Ð. If we choose C to be the compact subset X(N(-) O U) then V U

f-[V]\C=V U f'tV]\(X\(N(-)n Ð)=VU (f*tvl n N(-)n Ðc flJn
f*tvl) U V. Hence V U f*[\rJ\C is an open neighbourhood of t which is contained

in(Unf*tvl) U V.Thus j*tuxvl =GJnf*ryl) U Vis open inX U¡

S(Ð. It follows that j is continuous and that X Ur S(Ð = cl.x*¡¡G¡ (as a
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compactification of X). Hence a singular compactification induced by a singular

function f is equivalent to the closure of the graph of f in a¡X x S(Ð.

(<=) Suppose thefunctionf : X-) Kis afunctionfromXintoKwhich

maps N(-) fl X densely into K for any N(""). Then by the Steiner-Steiner rheorem

we can construct a compactification of cl.a, rGr of X 1: Gr) such that the

remainder cl.x x çG¡\G¡ is K (= {""} x K). We claim that f is a singular function.

læt U be any non-empty open subset of K. By hypothesis f[X] is dense in K; hence

U n flxl is non-empty. We wish to show that clxf.[U] is not compacr. Suppose

cl¡f*[U] is compact. Observe that {"" } x U C orX\cl.xf [U] x U; hence

<o)ilcl.¡f.[U] x U is a non-empty open subset of oX x K which meets cl.x*KGr

(since cl,x*xGr\Gr = {-} x K and U C K). 'We claim that (o)ilcl",xf.[t[ x U) ñ

G¡ = Ø. Suppose (x,f(x)) is a point in (ro)Õcl,xf-[tlj x U) ñ G¡. Then f(x) € U

and x € <o)Õcl.¡f*tul. But if f(x) ( U then x ( f*[U]. This contradicts the fact

that x € <o)Õcl.¡fttl.Hence (ro)ilc1,¡f*[tl x Ð n Gr = Ø. Since G¡is dense

in cl.¡ * xGr we have a contradiction. Thus cl¡f*[U] cannot be compact. It follows

that f is a singular map whose singular set S(Ð is K (since by hypothesis f[X] is

dense in K and clxf*[U] is non-compact for any open subset U of K). In the proof

of (=;'¡ we have shown that X U r S(Ð = cl.x * rGr (as a compactification of X).

Hence the closure of the graph of a funcrion f (in a¡X x K) satisfying the above

propefiy always yields a singular compactification of X.

QEÐ
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CH,APTER 2

PROPERT'IES TF' SING{JN,AR COMPACTTFXC,AT'IONS

In chapter one we have introduced the family of singular compactifications and

described some of their basic properties. We now investigate these from a different

point of view. v/e will show that any singular compactification X Ur S(f) is

equivalent to a singular compactification X U*S(e.e) induced by the evaluation map

eca, where I is some subset of Sp. This new representation of singular compacti-

fications will allow us to derive many interesting properties possessed by this

family. These properties are diffîcult to observe when the singular compactification

is expressed in its original form X Ur S(Ð.

The results obtained in this chapter will not only shed light on the natu¡e of

singular compactifications but will also be used as basic tools to solve the following

three open questions stated in [G]:

L) Can every compactification of X be expressed as the supremum of

singular compactifications?

2) When is the supremum of a collection of singular compactifîca-

tions a singular compactification?

3) Suppose X U r S(f) and X U c S(g) are two singular compactifica-

tions, and S(Ð and S(g) are the same space, i.e. f and g both rnap X

densely into the same space K. When is X U r S(Ð equivalent to X U,

s(e)?

2.1 LEMMA læt f : X -) Y be a continuous function from the space X into a

compact Hausdorff space Y. If cuX is a compactification of X and f extends to fo :
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ccx -> Y so that fo separates the points of cX\x, then cux is equivalent (as a

compactilication of X) to X U* S(Ð.

Froof: By 1.7, f"[cX\X] = S(Ð. We defîne a function j : c*X -> X U* S(Ð

as follows: j(x) = f"(x) if x belongs to cx)ÕX and j(x) = x if x belongs to X. Clearly

j is one-to-one. We now verify that j is continuous. It is sufficient to verify that j
pulls back open neighbourhoods of points in S(Ð to open sets in aX. Recall that

the open neighbourhoods of points in S(Ð are of form v u (rtol\F) where o is an

open set in Y, V = O f^l S(Ð and F is a compact set in X. Note that j-[V U f'[O]l

= j*[v] u f'[o]
:(fd-[vl -ì cux\x) u rto]
= fc-[O], which is an open subset of aX.

It follows that j-[v u f*[o]\Fl is open in cux, hence j is continuous. The lemma

follows.

QED

The following corollary is an easy consequence of the lemma.

2.2 COROLLARY If cX is a compactification of X then csX can be expressed

in the form of X U * S(Ð, i.e. cyX is equivalent to X U * S(eç,çç1).

In theorem 2.1 of [Ma], the author proves the following statement: " If X is

locally compact and K is a Hausdorff space, then there exists a compactification cX

of X such that cuXV( is homeomorphic to K iff K is a continuous image of B)ÕX".

In corollary 2.3, we give a similar result referring specifîcaily to síngular

compactifications.

2.3 COROLLARY Let X be a locally compacr Hausdorff space and Y be a

compact Hausdorff space. Then there exists a topology on the disjoint union X U Y

of X and Y such that the resulting topological space is a singular compactification of
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X iff Y is homeomoqphic to the singular set of some evaluation map e.e induced by

a subset I of C*(X).

Proof: 1=>) This direction foilows from corollary 2.2.

(<=) This direction follows from the definition of X U* S(Ð.

QEÐ

2.4 TYIEOREM a) Let f € C*(X). Then c,r¡X is equivalent to X U * S(Ð. In

particular, if f is a singular map then <o¡X is a singular compactification and aliX is

equivalent to X U¡ S(f).

b) If g C C*(X) and <o.eX is a singular compactification then t - eo.n"rlx is a sin-

gular map (where r i cocsX -) at.fl\X is a retraction map) and <o.sX is equivalent

to X U, S(t).

Froof: The proof of part a) follows from the fact that f. separates the points of

<o¡X\X (see 1.13, I.7 and lemma 2.1).If f is a singular map then X U* S(Ð is

equivalent to X U¡ S(Ð (1.17).

We now prove paft b). l-nt9 C C*(X) and suppose ú)<eX is a singular compac-

tification. læt r : co.sx -> <o./ilX be a retraction. Recall that rl¡ is a singular map

(see remark 1.3). Since the composition of a continuous function with a singular

function is singular (1.18), then t = srsosorl¡ is a singular map. Since t extends con-

tinuously to e.á.osor and enô<or separates points of <o.gX\X, it follows from lemma

2.1that or.eX is equivalent to X U, S(t).

QEÐ

In what follows, we will show that it is possible to express any singular

compactification in a form that involves only real-valued singuiar maps.

We require the following lemma.
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2.5 LEMMA If csX is a singular compactification, then every f ( C,(X) is equi-

valent to some function h € S* (see 1.14).

Froof: I-et aX be a singular compactifîcation and let f ( C*(X). Then there

exists a retraction map r mapping csX onto aX\X. 'We have already seen that rl¡ is a

singular map (see 1.3). Then fo"rlx is a singular map and belongs ro So, (1.1s). I-er

E=f - f*rlx. If x € cuX\X, go(x) = f,(x) _ foor(x) = f*(x) _ f,(x) = 6.

Therefore g"loxrx is the O-function on cX\X. Hence g € C,(X). Thus f is

equivalenttoh=f*rlx.

QEÐ

In the second paragraph following 1.13 we showed that any compacrification

cuX can be expressed in the form <ù.sX (where I c c*(x)). In 2.6 we show that if
c'¿X is a singular compactification then c¿X can be expressed in the form <os.X.

2.6 TIIEOREM If ccX is a singular compactification then crX is equivalent to

.r.X. Hence every singular compactification ctX of X is the supremum of the

family {X Ur S(f): f ( S"} of singularcompactificarions.

Proof: LetyX - r..X.By 1.15, cy(x) = clçrç¡¡( c,(x) U s., >. since

C,(X) U So C C*(X) then <,r5.X < cX.

Iætf ( C"(X). Bylemma2.5,f : gforsomeg ( S*. Itis shownin 1.19that,

if f = g then ro¡X is equivalent to <orX. Now C,,fr) = clc.lx)< C,(X) U {f} >.

By 1.19, clç.pç¡( C,(X) U (f) ) = clc,rçx)<C,ë) U {e}> E q,(X) (see 1.15). It

follows that C*(X) E C"(X); consequently cX s ro5"X. Since rr"X < cX and

cX < os,X, cuX is equivalent to <,t5.X. By 1.13, S.o separates the points of

cr)ilX. By 1.16, .r"X is equivalent to sup{X Ur S(Ð : f € S*}. Hence sX is the

supremum of the family of singular compactifications {X Ur S(Ð : f € S"} (where

X Ur S(Ð = ar¡X for each f h S, , by 2.4 a)). This is the assertion of the theorem.

QED
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The converse of the above theorem fails as we shall now see. Recall that Sp is

the set of all real-valued singular functions. on page 20 of [G], it is shown that pN

: sup{N Ur S(Ð : f ( SÞ}. Since Sp..u separares points of (ar5uN\lN (1.13), then

<ospN : sup(N ur s(Ð : f ( sB) Oy 1.16). Hence pN is equivalent ro errsuN, rhe

smallest compactification to which all real-valued síngular maps extend. Since

FN\N is not separable, FN\N cannot be the conrinuous image of a separable

space, hence p N cannot be a singular compactifîcation. It follows that not every

compactification ccX of form <os"X is singular. We shall later describe, in this

chapter, conditions which allow us to recognize those that are.

In [G], the author asks:

can every compactification of x be expressed as the supremum of

singular compactifications?

We give the following example which provides a negative answer to the question.

2.7 EXAMPLE Consider the two-point compacifîcarion of R, cR = R U {pr,

PzÌ. We claim that cR cannot be the supremum of singular compactifications i.e.

c¿R cannot be expressed in the forrn or5"R.

Proof: Suppose that ccR = sup{yR : yR is a singular compacrification, yR <

ctR ]. Since every singular compactification yX can be expressed in the form yX =

.\X=sup[XUr S(Ð:f € Sr] = [a¡rX:f ( S"] (see2.6and2.4 a)),thenaR =

sup{sup{<,r¡R : f ( Sy} : yR = cR} = sup{or¡R : f ( So}, (where S*is the setof

all singular real-valued maps which extend to cuR). By 1.16, So," separates the

points of cR\R.Iæt f ( So such that f'(p1) * f"$ù.By 1.7, f"[crR\R] = S(Ð =

{f'(pr), f"(pz)}. But since f is a singular map, f maps R onto S(f¡ = {f'(pr),
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f"(pz)). Since R is connected this is clearly a contradiction. Consequenrly, yR is

not the supremum of singular compactifications. We have thus shown that not

every compactification "yX can be expressed in the form <oqX.

QED

In2.6 and2.7 we have shown that the two-point compactifîcation of R is not a

singular compactification. (This is also obvious from the fact that R is connected

and cR\R is not). Note that the fact that the fwo-point compactiflcation of R is not

singular does not imply that the largest compactifîcation of R which is singular

must be the one-point compactification of R. It simply implies that no compacti-

fication yR of R larger than the two-point compactification of R is singular (by

1.4). Note that sin(x) is a singular map and that S(sin(x)) = [-1,1]. Then R U,¡"

S(sine) is a singular compactification of R which is not comparable with the two-

point compactification of R. V/e a¡e however guilanteed that BR is not singular by

the existence of a non-singular compactifîcarion of R and by 1.4. (Again, since pR

is connected and FR\R isn't we have an even simplerreason why FR is not a

sin gular comp actific ation).

I-et us now sulnmarize some of the main results developed so far in this chapter.

We have shown that:

1) A singular compactification aX is of the form or5,X (2.6),

2) There exists spaces X which have at least one compactification cYX which is not

the supremum of a collection of singular compactifications @xample: The two point

compactif,rcation of the space of the real numbers R).

3) The supremum of a family of singular compactifications need not be a singular

compactification (by the example of pN).
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We would now like to consider the following question:

When is the supremum of a collection of singular compactifications

a singular compactification?

We begin with a brief discussion of the question. Given a family gl = {ciX :

i ( A ) of singular compactifîcations of a space X, we seek ways of recognizing

when the supremum, say ctX, of .d is itself a singular compactification. There are

many possible approaches to this problem: one could look for a property possessed

by the family .ú which will guarantee that cX is a singular compactifrcation. But

cuX may be the supremum of many families of singular compactifications. Each one

of these families (including the family of all singular compactifications less than or

equal to ctX) wouid have to possess this particular property. That cX is the

supremum of the collection sú tells us that ccX is not a compactification such as the

two-point compactification of R (which is not the supremum of any collection of

singular compactifications (see 2.7)). After some reflection, we have chosen to

study cuX as the supremum of "some" family of singular compactifications rather

than cX "the supremum of the collection .ú of singular compactifications". This

approach has turned out to be the most fruitful. We will eventually charactenze, a

supremum cX of singular compactifications by a property possessed by the set

S"(X) of all real-valued singular functions in C*(X). Proposition 2.8 wilt show us

that suprema of singular compactihcations are precisely compactifications of the

form <'r.sX, where € is contained in Sp. Given this result, to answer our question,

it will only be necessary to characterize those compactifications of

form ôsX, where € is contained in SB.

We begin with the following proposition :
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2.E PR.OPOSITION Let X be a topological space. The compactification aX of

X is a supremum of a collection of singular compactifications iff cX is equivalent

to ú)(sX for some I contained in So.

Froof: (=>) Suppose .d = {cv1X : i € A} is a collection of singular compacti-

fications and c¿X is sup{cviX : i € A}. Then,

cuX=sup[or5,,X:i € A] (2.6)

=sup{ sup{XUr S(Ð:f ( S".,}:i ( A} (by 1.13and 1.16)

=suP{X Ur S(Ð : f ( U{S*,: i € A}}.

Hence, by 1.16, (USo,)" separates the points of c,¿)ÕX. Thus cX is equivalent to

c,rusoiX.By 1.15, USo,, is contained in S,. Hence we have shown that the

supremum of a collection of singular compactifications is of form r.osX, where I is

a subset of S..

1q=) Suppose ccX is equivalent to ú).sX, where I is contained in So. Then, by

1.13 and 1.16, cvX is the supremum of the collection {X UrS(Ð: f € (9} of

sin gular comp actific ation s.

QED

Our question can thsn be reformulated as follows:

If g C Sp¡ when is ro.eX a singular compactification?

On page 15 of [G], we are given an example where the supremum of just two

singular compactifications is not singular. In an attempt to establish a condition

which precisely describes when [X Ur S(Ð] V tX U, S(g)l is singular the author

erroneously concludes that it is necessary and sufficient that the evaluation map h =

f x g be a singular map (theorem 8 of [G]). We provide the following counter-

example.
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Consider the natural numbers N. Let A denote the even natural numbers, B

denote the odd narural numbers and C = {3}.Define the maps f : N -} {0, i}
andg: N -> {0, 1} as follows: flA U Cl = {0} andf[B\C] = {1}, glAl = {i}
and g[B] = {0}. clearly both f and g are singular maps and X Ur s(Ð and x U,

s(g) each describe a two-poinr compacrification. we verify that X U¡ s(f) is

equivalent to X U. S(g), hence their supremum will be their common value, a

singular compactification.

Letk : X U¡ S(Ð -> S U, S(g) be defined as follows: k(x) = x ifx € X and

k(0) = 1 andk(1) = 0. Now {1} U g'(1) is a basic open neighbourhood of 1 in X

u, S(g).Nowk*[{1} U g*[1]l: {0} u g*(1) = {0} U A= {0} U f-(0)\{3} a

basic open neighbourhood of 0 in X Ur s(f). consider now the set {0} u
g-(0) a basic open neighboulhood of 0 in X U, S(g). Now k-[{0} U g-(0)] = { 1}

U B = {1} u (f*tll u {3}) =( {1} u rtil) u {3} an open neighbourhoodof 1

in X U¡ S(Ð. Thus k is continuous; hence X Ur S(Ð is equivalent to X U* S(g).

Note that the evaluation map h = f x g maps A to ((0,1)], B\C to {(1,0)} and C to

{(0,0)}. But h*[{(0,0)}] = {3}. Since h pulls back an open ser, {(0,0)}, to an

open set, {3}, whose closure in N is compact then h cannot be singular.

Consequently the fact that [X Ur S(Ð] V [X U, S(g)] is singular is not suff,rcient to

imply that h = f x g is a singular map.

2.9 RÐMARK For further reference, we would like to emphasize an importanr

point illustrated in the above example. In this example, {l g} is conrained in Sp,

hence, by 1.16, ô(relX is equivalent to X Ur S(Ð V X U, S(g). We have shown

that the evaluation map e1¡, e) = f x g is not a singular map even though <o 
1¡, *¡X was

proven to be a singular compactification. Hence, if g is an arbitrary subset of Sp, it

is not sufficient that alçX be a singular compactification for es to be a singular map,

i.e. "(¡!.sX being singular does not Ímply that e.s is singular". However
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we will show in 3.19 that, for any space X and any subalgebra I of C*(X) such

that9 C Sp, e1s is singular iff <osX is a singular compactification.

Before we pursue our goal of charactenzing those spaces of form ol.sX which

are singular we need a little more preparation. In2.6 we have shown that, if cyX is

a singular compactification, then c¿X is equivalent to ú) s,X. Given the original

def,rnition of a singular compactification, one would naturally like to find a singular

map which induces .r.x (i.e. a singular map f such that orr.X is equivalent (as a

compactification of X) to X U¡S(Ð). In Remark 2.9,we have shown thar rhis

singular map need not be e5.. We now describe some properties possessed by

singular maps which induce a singular compactification of form o¡sX.

2.10 THEOREM l-et9 Ç Sp. Then rhe following are equivalent:

1) a¡gx is a singular compactification

2) There is a singular function k : X -) K mapping X densely into some compact

Hausdorff space K which extends to k.s : {r}<9X -> K such that k.c is one-to-one

on {r}<eX\X (hence <,r.sX is equivalent to X U¡ S(k)).

Froof:1) => 2) Since <o.sX is a singular compactifîcation then the¡e exists a

retraction map r : <osX -) o¡.s)ÕX (by 1.2). We claim that the rnâp t =

(eo.o)l..e¡ü("rl¡is the required funcrion. Clearly o¡sX: X U, S(t) (by 2.4b)).

Since rl¡ç is a singular map (see 1.3) then, by 1.18, t is a singular map. observe that

t.sl.dN( = e,e.sl..c)N(. By 1.13,9'< separates the points of org)AX hence by 1.12

t'o - (en.o)l,orofr is one-to-one on ô</ilX.

2) => 1) I-et k be a singular map such that k.'c separates points of og)fiX. By

2.7, osX = X U* S(k) = X Ur S(k) (1.17). Hence rosX is singular.

QED
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The next lemma describes more specihcally a singular map which induces the

singular compactification s <'1.9X.

2.xt TFIEOREM l-et c'rX be a singular compactification of x. Let r : ccx -)
cx\X be a retraction map, and defîne I tobe {f"rl¡ : f ( c(ouX)}. Then g c so,

?F is a subalgebra of c,(X), ee; is a singular map, esd separates points of aX\x,

and crX - X Uesr S(es) = <,¡sX.

Froof: læt cuX, the mapping r, and the family of functions I be as described

in the statement of the theorem. By 1.3 and 1.18, g C S,. It is easily verifîed that

I is a subalgebra of C.(X). We will now show thar esr is a singular map. Let J =

free sS(g) and t € clres[X] and U be a basic open neighbourhood of t in J of the

form J n [n{Ur*"rlx : k = 1 to n}] where {fr,..., f,} C C(cX). Then es-(Ð C

es'[J] = n {(fk.rlx)-[Ur..r¡*J: k = 1 to n] = t-l {rlx'.fr*[Urr.r¡*ì I k = 1 to n].

Suppose cl¡lì {rl*-.fr*[Ur..4*J : k = 1 to n] is compact. Note that n {rlx -.fr.-FJr,.ol*l

:k=1ton) =rlx'[ñ{fr*[Ur."¡*]:k=1ton]l.Hencecl¡rl¡*[O{fr.*[Ur,.*t*J:k=1

to n)l is compact. But this contradicts the fact that rl¡ is a singular map (see 1.3).

Hence es is a singular map.

We now show that cgX = ¡ U"s S(es).Recall that C.*(X) = clc*ë)(C,(X) U

g> (1.15). Since g C S,,C C"(X), then <oe,X < cX. Thus every function foorlx

in I extends to the function foor on cX. Let x and y be distinct points in o¿X\X.

Then r(x) = x * y = r(y). Since C(cX) separates the points of ¿u)AX then there is a

function f in C(cX) such that f(x) # f(y). This means that 9F" separates the points

of cvXV(. Hence areX is equivalent to sup{<o¡X : f (. 9J = cyX (by f .i6). Thus

csx = x u* s(es) (2.1)

: X Uegl S(es) (by i.17).

QED
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We now proceed to answer our question: TVhen is the supremum of singular

compactifications a singular compactification? @quivalently, when is a compactifi-

cation of form coeX (where I is contained in Sp) singular?

In what follows, we will require the following conceprs. If gJ is a collection of

functions in C*(X), a maxtmal stationary set of S is a subset of X maximal with

respect to the property that every f in gJ is constant on iL

The maximal stationary sets of a subalgebra are briefly discussed in 16.31 of

tGJ].

I*t9 c c*(x),xbeapointinXand g+= {f -n:f (g,r ( R}.Thesymbol

*K.ewilldenotetheset aíZ(Ð:f ( 9*,x (Z(ÐI.Thusy € *Ksiff f(y) =f(x)for
each f € 9. Suppose qX is a compactification of X such thatg (hence g+) is a

subsetof c,(X). Forx ( cuX, ler*K.sd =À{z(f"):f ( g+,x ( z(fe)J.Itis clear

that the subset *Ke GKso) is a maximal stationary set of g (9") which contains the

point x. It is easily observed that, given g c c*(x), the collecrion{*K.s : x ( X}

forms a partition of X.

2.Í2 TÍIEOREM Iæt ctX be a compactification of X. Let g be a subset of So

such that the evaluation map e<sd : dX -) f,I¡6.eS(f¡ separates the poins of c)ilX.

Then ccx is equivalent to <osx. Furthermore the following are equivalent:

1) e.e is a singular map and orex(: crx) is equivalent to the singular com-

pactification X Uo S(e.e)

2) eu.slKl C eoor[<,r.s)ilX].

3) e.e is a singular map.

4) es is a singular map for every finite subsetg of g.

5) *K.s.,s n (arQAX) is a singleton set for every x ( X.

Proof: That ccX is equivalent to orsX follows from 1.13.
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1) => 3) Obvious.

3) => 1) By 2.1, øsX is equivalent to X U n S(e.s) (since e.€"¡.s separates the points

of orsx\X). since e.s is singular X U * s(eç) is equivalent to X u*, s(e.s) (1.17).

2) <=> 3) This is a special case of 1.8.

3) => 4)l-et P = fI¡6sf[x]. suppose the function e.e : x -] clpe.e[x] is a singular

map. Define Ms,s : I-fi6.ef[X] -) f,{re sflxl by Ms,e(<f(x)>r e.s) = <f(x)>i <s.

Then eeo =M,e,soe^e so es is singular (by 1.15).

4) => 2)Let I C sB, and suppose rhat, for every finite subset Ø of g,ee is a

singular map. Then, since 3) => 1), X U"s S(es) is equivalent to ôsX. We will

show that %txl C e.s.c[o.s)crx] by showing that en.c[or.dôx] n e.etxl is densely

contained in e.s[X]. l¡t p ( e,s[X]. Then p = ag(x) = <f(x)>r 6.s for some x ( X.

Let u be a basic open neighbourhood of p in [Ircs S(Ð. we will show that u l^ì

eoo.c[<rr<sX\X] is non-empty. Let g* = {f € I : rr¡[u] * s(Ð] where tr¡ is the flh

projection map with domain ltrre s S(Ð. v/e will denote rhe elements of g as {f1,f2

,..., fn) (where the indices correspond to the nontrivial components of U). Since

<'¡sX is a singular compactification, es[X] C es,.o[orsx\x] (by 1) implies 3)

implies 2)). consequently there exists a point y in os)ilX such that es-c(y) -
(fr.o(y), fz.o(y) ,..., fn.u(y)) = (f1(x) ,..., fn(x)) = es(x). Now o¡sX S ôsX,
hence there is a function fi.n.": c.r<sX -) cosrX which maps <'¡<gX onto ú)grx,

fixing the points of X. Let u ( r.n,u-(y) C al.sxV(. Then f¡'r(u) = fk.so

n.".u(u) = fi's(y) = fi (x) fork = 1 to n. Then for each k = I to n f¡'v(u) =fr(x)

€ uk. Therefore f¡.o*(u) ( u; hence u fì en,e[<o.€xvq is non-empty. Recalr that

u was an arbitary basic open neighbourhood of p in aslxl.Hence we have shown

that en'c[r,r.€ax] a e.s[x] is dense in e.s[X]. since ee.o.€[ôsx\x] is compact, then

e.ctxl C en..c[or.s)ilX].

2) => 5) suppose9" c s., and ee[x] C en.e[<osx\x]. we flust nore rhar, if f is a

real-valued singularmap then, foranyr € R, f - r is a singularmap (1.18).Iætx (
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x and ( = *Kcsoe = o{z(f^s) : f ( 9*, x ( z(Ðt.By hypothesis, there exists a y

( <o.s)(\X such thar ae(x) -- e,u.o(y).Then f'.r(y) = f(x) for aI f (. g.It follows thar

y belongs to K o (<'r.dax).'we now verify that (or.ex\x) n K = {y}. suppose z

belongs to K o (c,l.e)CtX) andz I y. Then, since g.e separates the points of

<rrsX\X, thereis an f ( I such ¡ru¡ ¡^*(z) # f.*(y).If f(x) =e, rhen (f _ e)(x) =Q.

Sincef -e € 9*andsincey andzbelongtoK,then(f'e -eXy)=0and(f,.0 -

e)(z) = 0. Consequently, f,n(y) = f,,r*(z) = €, â contradiction. It follows that K O

(r,t.s>C\X) = {y}.

5) => 2) l-etgC SÊ,9+= {f -r:f (9,r ( R}andK=ñ {Z(f^v):f € g*,x

(z(Ðl foreachx ( X.supposeKn (ô.dax)isasingleronforeachx € X.Iæt

xo ( X and suppose K ô (ar.exrX) = {y.}. we wish ro show that eo(xo) (

e.€o.€[or<ex\X]. Supposethatforsome f (.9 f(x):e.Thenf -e € g* and(f -

e)(x,) = 0. By defînition of K, (f'.e - c)(y.) = 0. Hence f'*(yo) = € = f(x").

Consequently, since f was arbitrarily chosen in 9, f(xo) = f.s(yo) for all f ( g.

Hence ee(x") = <f(xo)>r ( s = ( f.n(yo)>r ( ç = ad.s(yo) ( %.o[ot.e)ilX]. All the

parts of the theorem have thus been established

QED

V/e have just characterized compactifications of a space X which a¡e the suprem,a

of singular compactifications.

A partially ordered set CK, < ) is said to be upward dírected if, for any pair of

elements x and y in X, there exists an element z in X such that x s z and.y < z.

Theorem 2.12 might lead the reader to conjecture that, if .d is an upward directed

family of singular compactifications, then the supremum of sú must be a singular

compactification. This conjecture proves to be false. Let a¡ 1 denote the first

uncountable ordinal. V/e will show in 3.24 ¡hat the lattice of all compactifications of
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the product space ¡ = [0,<,r1) x [0,<o1) contains an upward directed subfamily .d of

singular compactifications whose supremum is not a singular compactification.

Before we move to chapter three where we attack a related problem, we pause to

describe some interesting consequences of the results obtained so far.

Earlier, we provided an example of a compactification aX, namely the two-point

compactification of R, which could not be expressed in the form ol5"x. We now

present a condition which guarantees that a compactification cuX is equivalent to

.."X. (Recall however that this does not imply that cX is a singular compacti-

fication; see remark 2.9).

2.13 PROPOSITION If cc)AX is not totally disconnected then cX is equivalenr

to <o5.X.

Froof: If ct)AX is not totally disconnected then ccX\X has a connected

component K which is not a singleton. Iæt p and q be distinct elemenrs of K. Let r

and s be any two distinct elements of a)ilX. Then there exists an f ( C(cuX) such

that 0 < f < l, f[{p,r}] = {0} and fl{q,s}l = {1}. since K is connecred, f maps

cX\X onto [0,1]. Since flaXrxl = S(Ð (see 1.7), fl¡ maps X inro S(f). Hence fl¡
is a singular map. Therefore we have shown that S,o separates points of c¿)AX. It

follows that

c¿X = sup{ar¡ X: f ( S"} (by 1.16).

= ú)s.X (by 1.21).

QED

The converse of 2.13 fails (even for connected spaces X). A space X which is

almost compact noncompact (so that P)ilX is simultaneously connected and totally
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disconnected) witnesses the failure of the converse of Z.I3.In example 3.g of
chapter 3 of this dissertation we will provide a nontrivial example of a connected

space X which has a compactiflcation pX which is equivalent to <o5uX and whose

outgrowth 6r)CrX is totally disconnected.

The previous proposition guarantees that the compactifications of a space X

whose remainders are not totally disconnected are the supremum of singular

compactifications. A natural related question is: Which of the compactifications

whose remainders are totally disconnected can be expressed as the supremum of

singular compactifications?'We give a pafiial answer here and discuss this question

a bit more in the next chapter. For now let us consider the question for strongly

zero-dimensional spaces X (i.e. those spaces X for which pX is zero-dimensional).

2.14 PROPOSITION I-et X be a strongly zero-dimensional not almost compacr

space. Then BX is the supremum of the family of the two-point singular compacti-

fications of X. Hence FX = orspX.

Proof: Since X is strongly zero-dimensional, then BX is zero-dimensional (see

3.34 of [wa]). Let p and q be distincr poinrs in pX a¡d let u be a clopen set of BX

which contains p but not q. since the singular characæristic function f = xn{u n x)

has an extension to BX which separates p and q, then the family ?( of singular

characteristic functions of X extends to 7(p to separate the points of BX. By 1.16,

FX = sup {<o¡X : f ( 7(}. Since ro¡X is a singular two-poinr compactification of X,

we are done.

QED

2.15 PROPOSITIOÌ{ Let KÇK) denote the family of all compacrificarions of X.

Letf,t = {aux ( K(x) : ccx\x is homeomorphic to a closed interval of R }. Then gf
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C {eo¡x: f € sp}, and, if x is connecred, then 7f = {o¡x: f ( sÊ}. (we will

consider the singleton set Ia] in R as the closed interval [a,a] with empty interior).

Froof: we wll first show thatx{. is conrained in {or¡X : f € sp}. tær ccX ( gf .

Then a)ilX is homeomorphic to a closed interval of R. Since cyX\X is an absolute

retract then cv)C\X is a retract of csX (see 15D4 of tWil). Hence csX is a singular

compactification. I-et r : ctX -) cv)ilX denote a retraction from aX onto c{X\X

and h : cuX\X -> R denote a homeomorphism from cvX\X to a closed interval of

R. since rl¡ç is singular (see 1.3), then h.rlx is singular (by 1.1g). That cvX is

equivalent ro X U¡,",¡ S(h"rl¡) follows from 2.1.

We now show that if X is connected then {oriX : f € Sp} is contained in ?f.I-et

f € Sp. Recall that or¡X is equivalenr ro x ur S(Ð (by z.Ð. Since ar¡X is a singular

compactification, arp(\X is the closure of the continuous image of the connected

space X. This implies that <o¡)AX is a connected compact subset of R. It follows

that or¡X belongs to 7f .

QEÐ

we have shown that 7f is always conrained in {o¡X : f ( sp}. However if X is

not connected then it may happen thatld is a proper subset of {<o¡X : f € sp} as

witnessed by the following example. læt f € C*(N) be defined as follows: f maps

the even numbers to {3} and the odd numbers to {4}. Clearly f is singular. Since f
maps c'r¡N\N homeomo¡phically onto S(f) = {3,41then o¡N\N is not connected.

Consequently ar¡N\N is not a closed interval of R.

Given a singular compactification crX of X, we know by defînition that aX is

equivalent to x U¡ S(f), where f : X -) K is some singular map from x into
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some compact Hausdorff space K. But there may be many such maps f for which

this is true. It is important to know how these maps are related to each other.

On page 35 of [G], the following quesrion is asked:

suppose x U r s(Ð and x U * s(g) are fwo singular compactifica-

tions and f and g both map x densery into the same space K so that

s(f) = s(g). wtren are x Urs(f) and x urs(g) equivarent compactifi-

cations of X?

To provide further motivation for the study of this problem, consider the two

functions sine and cosine on the real numbers. Note that both are singular maps and

that [-1,1] = S(sine) = S(cosine) is their coÍrmon singular set. One would surely

wonder whether the compactifications R Urin, S(sine) and R U"orir," S(cosine) are

equivalent. The following theorem will quickly help resolve this question.

Note that, in the following theorem, the functions f and g are not assumed to be

real-valued maps. The conjecture that x ur s(Ð : X U, s(g) if and only if f and g

agrce except on a compact set, has been shown (in [G]) to be false.

'We answer the question in the following theorem. For convenience we recall the

following notation introduced in chapter 1: If ccX and yX are compactifications of

x such that ax s yX, we will denote the projection map from 1X onro a¿x which

fixes the points of X by tr.ro. lf X and Y are two topological spaces "X = y" will

mean that X is homeomorphic to Y.

2.16 PR.OPOSITION Iæt f : X -> K¡ and g : X-) K, be rwo singular maps

from the space X into the compact spaces Krand K, respectively such that S(f¡ :
S(g). Then the following are equivalent:
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1) X Ur S(Ð is equivalent to X U, S(g).

2)The function f : x -) s(f¡ extends conrinuously to a function fx : X ue s(g)

-> S(Ð ( = S(g)) in such a way that fx separares the points of S(g).

Proof; (1 => 2)I-et. cX = X Ur S(f) and yX = X U, S(g), where S(Ð = S(g).

Suppose that cux is equivalent to yx. Let r : cX -) ccx\x be defined as follows:

r(x) = x if x belongs to a¿)ilX and rl¡ = f. Since f is singular and. cuX\X = S(Ð it is

easily verified that r is continuous and hence is a retraction of cX onto cc)AX. Let

tt"* denote the projection map from yX onto c{X, (i.e. rr"., fixes the points of X

and maps y)ÕX homeomorphically onto dX\X).Let f* : yX -> S(Ð be defined

as f* = IorrrTa. Note that f*lsCel = r"cvols6, = tr.Tols6¡. Clearly f*l* = f and f* is

continuous, being the composition of two continuous functions. Hence f : X -)
S(f) extends continuously to a funcrion f* : X U, S(g) -> S(Ð.Furrhermore,

since r:r"o maps y)ÕX homeomorphically onto cyX\X and r is the identiry function

on cX\X, f* separates the points of y)ilX. This proves that the given condition is

necessary.

(2 => 1) Suppose now that the function f extends continuously to a function f* :

X U, S(g) -> S(Ð in such a way rhar fx separates the points of S(g). It must then

follow from 2.1 that X U, S(g) is equivalent to X U* s(Ð. Bur since f is singular,

X U * S(Ð is equivalent to X U¡ S(Ð (see l.l7). Hence X U, S(g) is equivalent to

X Ui S(f). This proves that the condition is sufficienr

QED

2.L7 EX.AMPLE The singular compactifications R U,i,," S(sine) and R Ucosi¡e

S(cosine) are not equivalent.

Proof: Suppose the singular compactiflcations R U,in" S(sine) and R Uco,i,,e

S(cosine) are equivalent. Then, by 2.161) => 2)the function sine : R -> [*1,1]

extends to a function sine* : R U-,¡" S(cosine) -> [-1,1] such that sine*15(cosine)
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is one-to-one on S(cosine) = [-1,1]. Then sine*lsqcosine¡is a homeomorphism from

[-1,1] onto [-1,1] hence is monotone (increasing or decreasing) and maps

endpoints to endpoints. Suppose without loss of generality that sine*15(cosine)maps

-1 to -l and 1 to 1. Let u be an open interval containing I such that u n [-1,1] e
(1/2,11and sine*15(cosine)'[lI] = V Ç (112,11. Observe that sin-[J] ñ cos*[sin'[u]l

= sin*[U] ñ cos-[V] is empty. Since sine* is continuous on R U"o,¡" S(cosine),

sine*'[U] = V U sin'[U] is open in R U*,¡," S(cosine). Since V U cos-[V] is also

open in R U"o,i'" S(cosine) then (V U cos-tvl) n sin**[[J] = V is open in R

LJ"osine S(cosine). Since v C S(cosine) we have a contradiction. Hence R U,¡"

S(sine) and R U"o,i,," S(cosine) are not equivalent.

QED

The following corollary offers an easy method of recognizing many pairs of

singular compactifications which are equivalent.

We innoduce the following definition.

2.X8 ÐEFnNIT'ION V/e will say rhar r,vo functions f : X -> K and g: X -)
K from a space X to a space K are homeomorphically related if there exists a ho-

meomorphism h : cl¡çf[X] -> clrcg[X] such that h(f(x)) = g(x) for all x in X.

It is clear that families of homeomorphically related funcrions from a space X to

a space K form equivalence classes on the collection of all functions f¡om X to K.

2.t9COROX-LARY Letf :X-> Kandg: X-) Kbe two singularmaps

on X such that S(Ð = S(g) = K. If f and g are homeomorphically related then X

Ur S(Ð is equivalent to X U, S(g).
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Froof: Let h : s(g) -> s(Ð be a homeomorphism from s(g) onto s(f) such

that h(g(x)) = f(x). Note that g : x -) S(g) extends conrinuously to the function

g* : x ur s(g) -> s(g) where gx acrs as the identity funcrion on s(g) (see 1.2).

Hence hog extends ¡6 þog* : X U c S(g) -> S(g) where (h"g*)ls<Ð = h, â

homeomorphism from s(g) onto s(f). since f = hog on X, f extends to f* : x U,

S(g) -> S(g) such that f* separares the points of S(g). By 2.16, Z) => l), X Ur

S(f) is equivalent to X U, S(g).

QEÐ

2.20 EXAMPLE The singular compactifîcations R U.i,.,"2 S(sin2) and R U"o,,

S(cos2) are equivalent

Froof: It is easily seen that both sin2 and cos2 are singular maps on R.

Observe that if h : [0,1] -> [0,1] is the homeomorphism defined by h(x) = 1 - x,

then h"sin2 = cos2. Hence, by 2.19, R Ur¡,r"2 S(sin2) is equivalent to R Ucosz

S(cos2).

QEÐ

In chapter two we have provided solutions to the following questions

proposed in [G]:

1) Can every compactification be expressed in the form of a supremum of singular

compactifications? This was resolved in2.7.

2) We have shown that suprema of singular compactifications are of form ô.sX,

where I is contained in Sp, and that the supremum of singular compactifications

need not be singular. \When is a supremum of a family of singular compactifications

a singular compactification? This was resolved n2.10 and2.IZ.
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3) suppose x Ur s(Ð and X U, s(g) are two singular compacrificarions, and s(Ð

and s(g) a¡e homeomorphic. when is x U¡ s(f) equivalenr ro X Urs(g)? This

was resolvedin2.16.

Also in 2.13 and2.14 we give conditions on a compactification cvX which

guaranfee that cuX is the supremum of singular compactifications.

In 2.15 we have shown that the family of compactifications of a connected

space X whose outgrowth is homeomorphic to a closed subinterval of R is

precisely the family {<,¡iX : f € SÊ}.
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CH,{PT'ER. 3

T'FTE X,.{R.GEST SXNGUN,AR. COMPACT'TF'TC.{T'TO¡{

In the last chapter we saw that every compactification cX of X could be exp-

ressed in the form or.eX, where g C C*(X). In particular ccX is equivalent to

o¡c.øl(X). By combining theorems 2.6,1.13 and 1.16, it was shown that, if aX is

singular, then ccX is equivalent to ú15.X, the supremum of all singular compacti-

fications less than or equal to ccX. Also, if g c sp then, by 1.13, l.16 and,2.4,

ro.sX is the supremum of singular compactifications (but is not necessarily a

singular compactification). Proposition s 2.13 and 2-14 also give conditions which

imply that a compactification cuX is of form .r.X. We also saw that there exist

spaces X which have compactifications which are not of the form o.eX where g is

contained in Sp. (The two-point compactification of R is an example). We also

noted that not all compactifications a¿X of form ol.eX (whereg C Sp) are singular.

In 2.I0 and 2.12, we have characterized those compactif,rcations of X which are the

supremum of a collection of singular compactifications. By the examples of pR

(=arseR, see 2.13) and FN (=ôsFN) we have seen that the supremum of all

singular compactifications of a space X need not be a singular compactification.

Hence the spaces R and N have no largest singular compactification.

This brings us to the object of our study in this chapter. V/e wilt characrerize

those localiy compact non-compact Hausdorff spaces X which have a largest

singular compactification.

Recall that the symbol K(X) denotes the family of all compactifications of the

space X (see the paragraph preceding 1.1). In the introductory paragraph ofchapter

1 we have explained what we mean by the largest element cX of a subfamily 7C of
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K(X) (if it exists). For convenience we restate this def,rnition for the family of all

singular compactifications of X.

3.1 DEF''INITXONS We will say that cvX is the largest síngular compactiÍîcation

of X if csX is a singular compactifîcation and, whenever yX is a singular compacti-

fication of X, then yX 
= cuX, (i.e. X has a largest singular compactification if the

supremum in (K(X), <) of the set of all singular compacrifications of X is a

singular compactification). IVe say that the compactificarion yX is a maxtmal

singular compactification if yX is singular and there does not exist a singular

compactif,rcation (X such that (X > yX.

l{ote: Recall that the family of all singular compactifications is a lower semilattice

(see 1.4). Thus, to show that a locally compact Hausdorff space X has a largest

singular compactification is equivalent to showing that the family of alt singular

compactifications of X is a complete lattice.

The following proposition will help us formulate our problem in a more succinct

way.

3.2 PROPOSITION The compactification ccX of X is the largest singular com-

pactification of X if and only if cX = 6rsEX and ro5uX is singular.

Proof: (=>) Suppose cX is the largest singular compactification of the space

x. Then, by 2.6, aX = <')soX.Since rr"x is the smallest compactification to

which all functions in Sp n C"(x) extend then o5"X = 6rsox. Now, if f € SF,

then, by 2.4a), ¿orx = X Ur S(Ð < cX (since a¿X is the largest singular compacti-

fication). Iæt yX = sup{<orX : f ( Sp}. Hence yX = cuX. By 1.16, Suv separates

points of y)AX, consequently yX must be the smallest compactification to which
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the set of all functions in Sp extend, or more succinctly, yX = 6lsax It must then

follow that cvX ." e,¡spX

1ç=) suppose cuX - 6rrsax and that <¡spx is a singurar compactification. By

1.13, Spd separates the points of ct)AX and, by 1.16, ccX = sup{X Ur S(Ð : f €

Sp ]. Since every singular compactifîcation is of form orsX for some g C Sp (bV

2.6), and as

ú).eX = sup{X Ui S(Ð : î ( 9} 0V 1.a)

< sup{X Ur S(Ð : f ( Sp} (since I C Sp)

= o¿X,

then ot5uX is the supremum of all singular compactifications; hence ctX is the

largest singular compactification of X.

QED

'We can now reformulate our question as follows:

when Ís the compactification .rux a singular compactification?

3.3 ÐEFINITION The compactification <ospX will be denoted by pX (whether

it is singular or not). when we will speak of the ,t-compactifrcatíon of X we wilr

mean ¡lX.

Note that the pr.-compactifrcation of X exists for all completely regular spaces X

(see remark f .i0). We know that in some cases the ¡r.-compactification of X is

equivalent to BX (both 2.13 and 2.14 describe conditions on a compacification

which when applied to px imply that BX - o¡spx = Exx).we witl show that

there is a multitude of spaces X whose ¡-r,-compactification ¡r,X is neither the Stone-

öech compactification nor the Freudenthal compactification. Note however that if
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F!.x < px then PX\x is totally disconnecred (since, by 2.L3, if p)ilx is not totally

disconnected then Fx = orspX = g&x). Hence if ¡r.X < FX then pX cannot be the

Freudenthal compactifîcation (since if PX\X is totally disconnecred BX is the

Freudenthal compactifi cation).

Before we arswer the question stated above, we will develop in 3.5 to 3.7 a

characterization of those spaces X such that ¡-rX is equivalent to pX. First we give

an example of a space X such that pX is strictly less than pX.

3.4 EXAMPLE l-et x and y be distinct points in pR\R and let X = FR\{x,y}

where X is equipped with the subspace topology inherited from pR. If f € C*(X),

f can be extended to clpsX (via fln), hence FR = BX. Clearly X must be connected

as R C X C clppR, and R is connected. It follows that F)(\X is not the continuous

image of X. Then the one-point compactification is the only singular compac-

tification (since F)ilx cannot be a rerract of BX). Hence, by 3.2, the one-point

compactification of X is ¡r.X. Hence !¡X < PX.

Note that, by 2.I3 and2.14, those spaces X such that 6rX < pX must be

amongst those spaces which are not strongly O-dimensional and whose outgrowth

p)(\X is totally disconnected.

3.5 TFXEOREM Let X be a topological space. Then E-LX = PX if and only if SFp

separates the points of D O (PX\Ð for each connected component D of pX.

Proof: (=>) Suppose X is a space such that FX = $-LX = 6rsox Then SuF

separates the points of B)CtX. Hence SpF sepatares rhe points of D r^l (B)OX) for

each connected component D of pX.

1<=) Suppose SuÊ separates the points of D o (F>ilX) for each connected com-

ponent D of pX. It will suffice to show that SuF separates points of pX\X, since
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1.13 will imply that p.X = PX. Ler x and y be distinct points in p)crx. If x and y

belong to distinct components of px, then there exists a clopen subset U of FX
which contains x but not y. The restriction of the characteristic function Xu to X is a

singular map whose extension to px separates x and y. This fact, and our

hypothesis, implies that pX - ¿,rsox = 6,l,X.

QEÐ

The example of a space X such that pX + PX given in 3.4 is rather trivial. We

will now investigate such spaces in order to construct more complex examples of

such spaces. First we develop some more theory (in 3.6 and 3.8).

3.6 THEORBM If X is a connected non-compact space which is not almost

compact then the following are equivalent:

1) rrx = FX.

2) There is a continuous function from FX\X onto a closed interval with non-

empty interior.

3) The space X has a compactification ccX whose outgrowth c)ilX is homeo-

morphic to a closed interval of real numbers (with non-empty interior).

4) The space X has a singular compactification which is not the one-point

compactifTcation a¡X of X.

5) Sp contains a non-constant function.

Proof: We will prove the equivalence of these statements in the following

order: 4 => 3 =) 2 =) 1 =) 5 =) 4.

(4 => 3) Suppose X has a singular compactifîcation crX such that o¿XV( contains

more than one point. By 2.6, csX is equivalent to or5"X. Let x and y be distinct

points in cu)AX. Since Soo separates the points of cc)AX there is a function f in S.

such that f"(x) is not equal to f"(y). Since f is a singular map, the compactifTcation
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ar¡X is a singular compactification (2.4). Also, since X is connected, then by 2.15,

co¡X\X is homeomorphic to a closed interval in R. Now <,r¡X\X contains more than

one point, hence this interval has non-empty interior.

(3 :> 2) If X has a compactification c¿X such that cX\X is homeomorphic to a

closed interval of R (with nonempty interior), then the projection rnâp, rrBa, ¡¡aps

F)ilX onto o¿X\X. This means FX\X can be mapped continuously onto a closed

interval of R (with nonempty interior).

(2 => 1) Suppose there is a continuous function f from F)AX onto a closed interval

[a,b] = I with nonempty interior. We must show that $f,x = BX. The reader will

note that the connectedness of X does not play a role in the proof of 2 =>I. We will

suppose that p)ilX is 0-dimensional, since, if P)ilX is not 0-dimensional then, by

2-r3, çxx = PX. læt x and y be distinct poinrs in pX\x for which f(x) = ¡qy¡

(since P)ilX is O-dimensional and [a,b] is not this implies that f cannot be one-ro-

one; thus such a pair of points can be found). Let us consider the case where f(x) is

a point in (a,b). (fhe proof for the case where f(x) is a or b will be similar) Let M =

(c,d) be an open interval containing f(x) such that c is not a, and d is not b. Let U

and V be disjoint clopen (in FX\X) neighbourhoods of x and y respectively such

that both u and v are conrained in f*(M). Let f* : p)crx -> R be a function

which agrees with f on (BXtx^(U u V) and which sends U and v to distinct

points in [a,bJWf. The function fx is continuous. Let the function h : [a,b] -> R

bedefinedasfollows: h(x)=xif x € [a,c],h(x)=cif x € [c,d] andh(x)=x-(d-

c) if x ( [d,b]. The function h is continuous and has a range which is a closed

interval. Then the function hof* separates the points x and y and maps p)ilx onto

the closed interval [a,b - (d-c)]. Iæt k : pX -> R be an exrension of h.f* to all

of pX and let g = (kA a) V b - (d - c). Note rhar g maps pX into g[pXrX] =

[a,b - (d-c)]. Hence glx is a singular function (by 1.8) which separares rhe
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arbitrarily chosen points x and y in p)fiX. V/e have shown that SuF separates the

points of p)CtX; hence FX = 6,rsex = &eX (by f .i3 and the definition of gr.X).

(1 :> 5) Suppose every function in SB is constant. Then every function in Sp

extends to ú)X hence &rX = o¡spX = o¡X. As X is not almost compact and as

lo¡X\Xl = 1, we have pX + pX.

(5 => 4) Suppose SB contains a function f which is not a constant function. Since f
is a singular function <o¡X is a singular compactification and orlX is equivalent to X

Ur S(Ð (by 2.Ð. Since f maps X into S(Ð and f[X] contains at least two points

then or¡X is a singular compactification which is not the one-point compactification

of X.

QED

We now give a general charactenzation of spaces X such that p"X = PX.

3.7 T'IIEOREM Let X be a locally compact space. Then the following are

equivalent:

1) pX = FX.

2) At least one of the two following conditions is satisfied:

a) Any two points of B)CIX are contained in distinct connected components of

px.

b) There is a continuous function from F)C\X onto a closed interval with non-

empty interior.

Froof: (1 => 2) Suppose the space X is such that pX = PX and that P)ûX

contains a pair of points, say x and y, which both belong to the same connected

component C of pX. Since &rX = pX, then BX is equivalent to ro5uX. Hence

the¡e is a function f in Sp such that fF separates x and y (1.13). Since f is a singular

map, fF[pX] is contained in fPtB)AXl (i.8). Also, since C is connected and fÊ

separates x and y, fP[C] is a closed interval, say [a,b], with non-empty interior
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(that is, a is nor equal to b). Then fp[c] = [a,b] is contained in feipxrxl. l,et h =

(fP A a) V b. Since h maps pXV( conrinuously onro [a,b], we are done.

(2 => 1) Suppose any tv/o points in p)ilX are contained in distincr connected

components of Bx. Iæt x and y be any two points ín p)Crx and let M and L be

distinct connected components of BX such that x is in M and y is in L. Then there

exists a clopen (in BX) subser u of pX which conrains M but nor L. If f is a

characteristic map which sends U to zero and B)ilU to one, then fl¡ is a singular

function whose extension to pX separates x and y. Since x and y were arbitrarily

chosen in BX\x, spÊ sepatares the points of p)ilx, hence BX is equivalent to ¡r.X

- t¡spX

we now consider the other hypothesis of 2). suppose p)ilx can be mapped by

a continuous function f onto some closed interval [a,b] of R. In 2) => 1) of 3.6 we

have proven that this hypothesis implies that $lx = pX (without using the hypo-

thesis that X is connected). The theorem follows.

QED

we now provide a method for constructing spaces X such that g.r.X + FX.

Recall that a function f : X -) Y is called irceducible if f does nor map any proper

closed subset of X onto Y. Also recall that a topological space is a scattered space

if it contains no nonempty dense-in-itself subset (see 30E of tWil).

3.STHBOREMlætR*= {x € R:x } 0} and"obeapointin pR*ç*.Lets be

an infinite compact scattered space and Y = pR+\{""}. læt u and v be distinct points

in s, X = s x Y and xx be the quotient space of x obtained by collapsing to a

single point the doubleton {(u,0),(v,0)} and fixing all orher points of X. Then

¡,t,(X*) + p(Xn).

Proof: Let S, Y, X and X* be as described in the statement of the theorem.

Then pY is pR+, the one-point compactification of Y. Since Y is pseudocompact,
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FX = S x FY (see 8.12 and 8.20 of iWal). It is easily verifîed that pX* = X* U

{(x,".): x ( S}. Then PX*\X* is the scatrered space Sx = {(x,-): x ( S} which

is homeomorphic to S itself. We claim that there is no continuous surjection from

S* onto a closed interuai I with nonempry interior. For suppose, on the contrary,

that f was such a function. Then S* contains a compact subset F such that flp is an

irreducible continuous function which maps F onto I (see 3.1.c a) of Bl). By

definition of a scattered space, F must contain an isolated point t. Then flp maps t to

some point u in I. Observe that fl¡*(u) cannot be the singleton ser {r} since, if ir is,

F\{t} is compact; hence fletF\{t}l must be the whole interval I. This contradicts the

fact that fl¡ is irreducible on F. On the other hand, if flp'(u) is not the singleton set

{t}, then flp clearly maps F\{t} onto I. This also contradicts the fact that fl¡ is

i¡¡educible. We must conclude that there is no continuous surjection from S* onto a

closed interval I with nonempty interior. We have just produced a completely

regular non-connected Hausdorff space Xx whose outgrowth pX*¡¡* cannot be

mapped continuously onto a closed interval. Note that the points (u,"o) and (v,"")

are not contained in distinct connected components of pX*. Then, by 3.7 l) =>2),

$&X* + FXo.

QED

The rest of this chapter (3.9 to 3.26) is devoted to solving the question (stated

earlier): When is the supremum, FrX (= ôspX), of all singular compactifications a

singular compactification?

Recall that a subset B of X is called a P-set if any G6 containing B is a

neighbourhood of B.
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3.9 n EMMA If D is a closed C-embedded copy of N in a locally compact space

X then (clB¡D\D is a P-ser of pXrX.

Proof: Let D be a closed c-embedded copy of N in a space x. It suffices to

show that, if (clp¡DlD is contained in a zero-ser Z in px\X, rhen it must be

contained in its p)crx-interior. Ler f € c*(px\Ð such that (clp¡D)Ð c z(f).t-et g

be a function in C(BX) such that glpxx = f. Since (clp¡D)Ð Ç Z(Ð then, if D = {di

: i ( N], {g(dJ :i ( N} converges to zero. For each i € N, choose a neighbour-

hood Vi of d such that the closures in X of the V; neighbourhoods form a pairwise

disjoint family of compacr sers and le(x) - g(dJl < r/i for all x in vi. tæt h : X -)
R beacontinuousfunction such thath[di] = l foreachi € N andh[XrU{V¡:i €

N )l = {0}. (BV 9M1 of IGI such a function exists). læt hp denote the extension of

h to BX. since þF[clp¡Dl = clnhlD] = [ 1] then hF[clB¡D\D] = { r i, hence clB¡D\D

C czftF). sincex(u{v,:i ( N}) c z(hF),clpx(\U{vi:i € N}) Çz(hp).r,et

p be an arbitrary point in (P)c\x) n Cz(hÊ). Then p conrains a pX-neighbourhood

which misses )ûu {vi : i € N }. Furthermore any BX-neighbourhood S of p must

meet infinitely many vl's since cl¡vl is compact for all i. suppose g(p) + 0.

Observe that lim¡-r -[supilg(x)l : x ( Vi]l = 0 (since lg(*) - g(dJl < l/i for ail x in

v¡ and {g(dJ : i ( N} converges to zero). If g(p) * 0 then there exist an open

interval T (in R) containing g(p) such that clçT does not conrain the point 0. But

g*[T] meets infinitely many Vi's. Since limi-, -[sup{lg(x)l : x € Vt}] = 0 the point

0 must belong to clpT. Since this is a contradiction, g(p) = 0 = f(p) (since glBx¡r =

f). Hence p ( Z(f). Since p was arbitrarily chosen in p)CrX f^l Cz(hF), B)ÕX n
cz(hF) c z(Ð. Hence z(Ð is a p)ilx-neighbourhood of clpxD\D. Thus clpxD\D is

a P-set of p)ilX.

QED
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In 6.6 of [wa], w.w comfort shows (by assuming the conrinuum Hypo-

thesis) that, if pX is a singular compactification, then X must be pseudocompact.

In 3.11 we have a generalization of Comfort's result. V/e prove it in ZFC. We

begin by proving the following lemma.

3.L0 LEMMA If X contains a c-embedded copy of N (i.e. if x is not pseudo-

compact) then ¡r.X = pX.

Proof : Suppose X contains a C-embedded copy of N. I-et x and y be distinct

points in p)ilx. v/e will show that there exists a singular funcrion t : X -) [0,1]

whose extension to px separates x and y. I-et u, p and z be distinct points in pD ñ
(F)C\X). If x belongs to BD\D, let u = x and if y belongs to pD\D, let z =y. l-et U,

v and M be pairwise disjoint open subsets of pX such that u ( u, z ( y andp €

M. l,et f : pD -> [0,1] be a continuous function such that f(u) = 0, f(z) = 1 and f
is a bijection from M n D onto Q n (0,1). since the subsets u, M and v are

pairwise disjoint, the subset M n D is infinite and C-embedded in X, and the

subset {u} U {z} U clpo(M O D) is compact, then such a function exists. Note thar

f[clpp(M n D)] = clnflM n Dl = [0,1]. Let h: pD U {x} U {y} -> [0,1] be

defined as follows: h = f on FD; if x does not belong to pD, let h(x) = 0, and, if y

does not belong to pD,let h(y) = 1. Observe that PD U {x} U {y} is C-embedded

in pX (since it is compact). Thus h extends to a function k on pX such that kluo =

f. Iæt t = 0V GlxA L); thus tF= 0V GA tr). Consequently rF maps pX onto

[0,1]. If S is an open subset of [0,1], clpxr*[SJ will meet (clBaD]D = pD\D since

tFlvn p is a bijection from M tl D onto (0,1) n Q. Hence t is a singular map.

Observe that the extension of the singular function t to tP on BX separates x from y

. Thus SBF sepatates the points of p)ilX. By 1.13, pX is equivalent to BX. This

proves the lemma.

QED
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3.ln TFIEOREM If X has a largest singular compactification ¡*X then X does

not contain a C-embedded copy of N (i.e. X is pseudocompact) .

Proof: suppose p"X is singular. v/e wiil suppose that X contains a c-
embedded copy D of N and show that this leads to a conrradiction. If D is a C-

embedded copy of N in X, then, by 6.9 of [G[, clp¡D = FD. since D is closed in

X, PD\D is contained in p)CrX. By 3.10, ¡r.X is equivalent to pX.

Let r : PX -> P)AX be a retraction from BX onto P)AX (the retraction r will

exist by 3.10 above and 1.2). The following construction will reveal a contradic-

tion. First note rhat, since r[BD] musr be separable and rtpD\Dl = BD\D, rhen

r[D]VtFDlDl mustcontaininfinitelymanypoints.IætT= {si: i ( N} beaninfinite

discrete subset of r[D]\pD\D) and choose k¡ ( r-(s¡) o D for each i € N. r,et H =

{ki: i € N}.SinceDis c-embeddedinX, thenHis c-embeddedinX(andhence

is C*-embedded in BX). Therefore, clB¡¡H = pH.

Claim: clpxFIVI = clÊxT\T.

Proof of claim: We first note that r[ctpxHJ = clp¡nxrlFlì = clB>nxT, 1by definition of

H).

Also,

r[clp¡HJ = (clp¡FIVI) U r[FI] = (clp¡Fl\ËI) U T.

Hence we have

(clp¡¡ÐV = r[clp¡çF[\T

= ((cIB¡FIVI) U Ð\T

= c1B¡FIVI (by the fact that clp¡FIVI c pD\D and T n (FD\D) = Ø).

Thus

clB¡T\T = (clB¡¡¡T)\T = (clB¡FÐVI,

and the claim is verifîed.

Define a function g : clp>oxT -> R by g(sJ = l/i and g[(clp¡r¡T\T] = {0}.

Note that since T is discrete then g is continuous. Since clBxvT is compact, g
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extends to a continuous function f on the space px. Observe that, for each i, f(s)

= 1/i. Hence 0 e flTl. Also flclpxFN{l = g[(clpxu<TNI] = {0}.HenceZ(Ð contains

a copy of clp¡FIVI.

The following argument will now produce a contradiction. By lemma 3.9,

clB¡FIV{ is a P-set of p)CtX. Since Z(f) contains pFIVI (by the above), this implies

that clp¡FIVI C intpxo<(Z(Ð f) (FX\X)) (since Z(Ð ¡ B)ilX is a G6 in B)CrX).

Hence z(Ð n PXU( must have non-empty interior in p)crx. since clp¡FIVI =

(cip¡¡çT\T, (by the above claim), every neighbourhood (in p)c\x) of a point in

clpxFIVI must meet T. This contradicts the fact that f does not map any points of T

to zero, as seen above. Thus X cannot contain a closed C-embedded copy D of N.

Hence (by l.2t of [G{) X musr be pseudocompacr

QED

The converse of 3.11 fails. In 8.23 of [Wa] it is shown that the product space

[0,<'¡ r) x [0,or 1) does not have a largest singular compactification even though it

clearly does not contain a closed C-embedded copy D of N. Moreover, this illus-

trates that countably compact spaces need not have a largest singular compacti-

fication. On the other hand the Tychonoff plank T is not countably compacr and yet

possesses a largest singular compactificarion FT (= orT) induced by any consrant

map on T. (Note that T is almost compact noncompact hence BT is singular as

clearly there is a retraction r : pT -> FT\T).

The following definition leads us to a useful characterization of pseudocompact

spaces.

3.12 DEFINITION The subset C#(X) of C(X) is the set of all real-valued

functions f such that for every maximal ideal M in C(X) there exists a real number r

suchthatf-r(M.
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3.t3 T'HE0REM (1.10 of [A]) The space x is pseudocompacr if and only if
C(X) = C#(X).

3.tr4 T'HEOREM (1.6 of [A]) The following are equivalent for f in C*(X)

1) f belongs to Cl(X).

2)For every open subset U of PX flu fì Xl = fPtul.

3) Clexz(f - r) = Z(fþ - r) for any r ( R.

4) f maps zero sets to closed sets.

3.1.5 I,EMMA If X is a non-compact pseudocompact space and acx is a compac-

tifrcation of X then, for each f € So, Z(Ð ís not compact whenever Z(f) is non-

empty. Furthermore cl,xz(Ð =Z(f") for all f ( C*CK).

Proof: since X is pseudocompacr, then clpxZ(Ð = z$Ð for all f in c*ff) (by

3.13 and 3.14 and also by 8.8 (b) rogether with 8A (4) of tGI).Let f € S.. Then

ftxl Ç S(Ð = f'[c)ilX] (1.7). HenceZ(f") n (cv)CtX) is non-empty if Z(f) is non-

empty. Note that Z(f") = $g,[Z(fþ)) = trpolclBxZ(Ð] = cloyrtp.,lZ(Ðl = cl,xZ(Ð for

ail f ( C"(X). It follows that Z(f"¡ = cl*xZ(Ð for all f in C"(X). Hence Z(f) is not

compact if Z$") is non-empty.

QEÐ

3.1.6 PROPOSITION If X is pseudocompact and c,¿X : X Ui S(Ð is a singular

compactification of X such that S(Ð is homeomorphic to a subset of R then f*(x) is

non-compact for any x ( S(Ð and f[X] = S(Ð.

Proof: Suppose X is pseudocompact and cvX = X U¡S(f) is a singular

compactification of X such that S(f) is a subset of R. By the lemma above Z(f*) =

cl"yZ(f) for all f in C*(X). Also Z(f) is not compact il Z(f") is non-empty. Hence
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f*(x) = Z(f - x) is not compact for any x ( S(Ð (since f is a singular real-valued

function). By applying3.l3 and the equivalence or3.l4 (1) and 3.14 (4) we also

conclude that f[X] = S(Ð (since flXl is dense in S(f)).

suppose s(Ð is homeomo¡phic to a subser K of R. Let h : s(Ð -> K be a

function which maps S(f) homeomorphically onto K. By rhe above (h.f)-(x) is

non-compact for all x in K. Hence f*(y) is non-compact for all y in s(f).

QED

If X is not pseudocompact then the above proposition may fail as rhe following

example illustrates.

3.17 EXAMPLE Let X* = [0,1] x [0,1] u {(-2,0)} viewed as a subspace of the

product space R2. Then X* is a compactifîcation of the space X = X\[0,1] x { 1})

and x*\X is homeomorphic to to the crosed interval [0,1]. clearly X is not

pseudocompact. I-er us define rhe function r: X* -> [0,1] x {1} as follows:

r((-2,0))=(0,1)and,fora([0,1],r((a,b))=((a-l)b+1,1)(i.e.rlinearlymaps

the closedinterval {a} x [0,1] onto [a,1] x {1} carrying (a,1) to (a,l) and (a,0) to

(1,1)). Observe that r is a well-defined continuous real-valued function and that r

maps any point of X\X to itself; hence X*\X is a retract of X* and rl¡ is singular.

Also note that (0,1) and (-2,0) are the only two points in X* which are carried to

(0,1).Hence cl¡-(X O r*((0,1)) = cl¡-{(-2,0)¡ = (-2,0) = rlx-((0,1)). Thus

rl**((0, t)) is compact.

3.18 LEMMA If {f" : n ( N } is a sequence of real-valued singular functions

which converges uniformly to a function f in C*(X) then f is also a singular

function.

Froof; Let x ( X, f(x) = r âfld U be an open interval in R which contains r. Let

e ) 0 such that (r - e, r+e) C U. Since {fn : n ( N} converges uniformly to f
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there exists a number N such that for all n > N, llf, - fll < eß.rtfollows that lf¡(x)
- f(x)l 1 e/3.1-et z =fn(x); then z ( (r - e/3,r + e/3).I-et V be an open neighbour-

hood of z such that V C (r - eß,r + e/3).We claim that f"-[V] C f*iul for all n >
N. l-ett € f-*[V]forsomem >N.Then lf-(t)-f(Ðl <el3:hencef(t) ( (r_€,r+

e) C U. Thus f[f--[V]] C U. Sincef-M = {x € X : f(x) € U}, f_*[V] E f-[U].

This establishes the claim. Since f¡ ( Sg, cl¡f¡.r'[V] is not compact. Hence clxf*[U]

cannot be compact since clxfN*[V] C clxf*[U] (by the above claim). This implies

that f is a singular map.

QED

The reader will recall the Remark 2.7 which says that for g C S., ".ùsX being

singular does not imply that e.s is singular". In 3.19 we show that if g is a sub-

algebra of C*(X) which is contained in So, then <,l.sX is singular and so is e.s.

3.19 THEOREM A compactification aX of X is singular iff S, contains a sub-

algebra I of C*(X) such that9" separates the points of aX/X. Furthermore if € is

a subalgebra C*(X) which is contained in So such that go separates the points of

cuX\X then e.e is a singular map and cX = ol.gX = X Ue.c S(e.e) (a singular

compactification).

Proof: (=>) Suppose cX is a singular compactification. Then, by 2.6, cvX is

equivalent to <o5"x. By 2.11, socontains a subalgebrag of c*(x) such that e.eis

singular and cyX : X U% S(e.e).Since e<s"separates the points of cr)fix then so

does €" (by i.12).

1ç=) suppose cuX is a compacrification of X and g is a subalgebra of cx(X)

which is contained in S", such that 9o separates the points of cX/X. To obtain our
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result we will show that *Ks" ñ (cXVÇ is a singleton for each x € X and then

apply the equivalence of 2.T2 (I) and2.l2 (5).

Let k be a point in X and letT( = {z(f*)ì c'¿x\x : f ( g*, k ( z(Ðt.It is easily

seen that (\3(, = kK.c'fl cuxv(. we wish to show that ñ?c is non-empty by

verifying that l( possesses the fînite intersection properfy . Let .ll = {z(fí") a
cuXV(: i € F) be afinite subcollectionof ?3. Note thatì.1Á.=Z(åie e(fi')z) O

(ct)AX).Since I is a subalgebra of C*ÇK) and each fi belongs to g+ the funcrion Ei

< r(fi)2 belongs to 9*; hence, by 1.18, it belongs to S,. Thus, by 1.9, (Ei E pf;2)[[]

c (ãi 6 pff)"[cv)c\X] = (ãi e r(fi2)")[ctX]. As k ( z(2í e r(fi2)*), it follows that

O"'f¡{. is non-empty. Hence 7( has the fînite intersection property. Since c)ilX is

compact )3( = tKso o (cu)ctX) is non-empty. Since g* separates the points of

crX\x, rKso n (c)aX) is a singleton set in cu)ax. By 2.12 (5) implies 2.12 (r),

e.e is a singular map and cvX = a,sX = X U.o S(ac), a singular compactification.

QED

suppose ccx is a singular compactification and r : cX -) a)ilX is a

retraction map. It is worth noring that the subalgebra Ç = {f"rl¡ : f € C(cvX)} (see

2.ll) contains the constant functions (hence g = 9*). This follows from the

following fact:

FACT: If g € S, is so that go is constant on aX\X then g is constant

Proof: Since g is singular g[X] C g'[cv)ilX], by 1.8. Since g*[cuX\X] is a

singleton g[X] is as well.

QED

3.20 T'FIEOREM Let aX be a compactification of the space X. There is a one-

to-one correspondence between the retraction maps from cúX onto ctX\X and the
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subalgebras I of C,(X) such that g C So and €*lo¡¡¡ç = C(ccX\X). If cX is not a

singular compactification then no such retraction map r or such a subalgebra g

exist.

Froof: If ¿vX is not a singular compactification then, by 1.2, there does not

exist a retraction map r : c¿X -) cc)ax. Also, by 3.19, So does not contain a

subalgebra I of c"(x) such that9" separares the points of cc)ilx. Hence C,(x)

does not contain a subalgebra g satisfying the properties described in the sratement

of the theorem.

Suppose aX is a singular compactifïcation. Then there exists a retraction map r :

c(X -) cvX\X from ccX onto d)ax.By 2.11, the family Ç = {f"rl¡ : f ( C(cux)}

is a subalgebra of C*(x), e.9 is a singular map, ?,,9" separates points of cs)ilX, and

c¿X = X Ue.e S(es). Observe that.{uo = {for : f ( C(orXrX)} and rhar g"l,*o =

C(c)CtX) (since rlox¡< is the identity function on cv)ilX). We have shown that we

can associate to each retraction map r: o¿X -) cv)AX a subalgebra.g = {f"rl¡ : f €

C(cuX)) of C,(X) which is contained in So such that 9"1¿¡¡ç = C(cvX\X).

LetØ,= {f.rl¡ : f ( C(cuX)} and g, = {f.sl¡ : f ( C(cvX)}, where r : o,X-)
c)ilX and s : cvX -) cX\X a¡e retractions. We want to show that if r * s thengl,

that r(xs) * s(xs). As c(cvX) separates the points of cX\X, there exists f € c,(X)

such that f"(r(x6)) * f"(s(xs)), i.e. (f"l¿¡¡"rXxo) * (f"l*o"s)(xs). Now f"l**'fr (
Ør;we will show that f.'l*o"r ç 9,, thereby showing thatØ,*9,. If f"l,>nx €

9r, then there exists a function g € C*(X) such that g'loxrx"s = fol*xvor.

Consequentlyif t ( aXtXthen s(t) =r(t) =t (as rands areretractions) andg.(t) =

g"(s(Ð) = f"(r(t)) = fo(Ð. Hence in particular gd(s(x0)) = f'(s(xo)). But by rhe

above, f'(s(xo)) * f"(r(x6)). Thus (g"l*>o¡<.sXxo) r (folo"oo¡)(x6), in contradiction

to the definition of g. Hence f.l,*o"¡ Ç Ør, 9,t9r, and r l-) g, is a one-to-

one map.
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we will now show rhar, for every subalgebra g of c,ÇK) such that g C so and

9*l*r* = c(c¿X\x) there exists a retraction map r: aX -) a)ax from aX onto

cX\X such that g = {f"rlx : f € C(c¿X)}. Let g be a subalgebra of C*G) such that

g ç S* and 9'lo¡¡ = C(acX\X).V/e have shown (in 3.19) that if € is a subalgebra

of C"(X) such that g c S". and9" separates the points of cX\X then e.s is a

singular map and cuX = X Uo, S(e.g). Since 9. separates the points of ct)ôX then

esois one-to-one on a)AX; hence the function (ee'lo¡ilx)'.e,,sd i 6.X-) c)ilX is a

retraction map (since e1e is singular and, by 1.7, e.s"[cv)AX] = S(e.s) = s.s'[crX];

thus (es"lon¡<)* is a well-defined map whose domain is (e.s'|.,)AX)[cvxrX]). V/e

claim that.go = {f"lo¡çç.[(as'|")AÐ-"e.e'] : f ( c,(x)]. v/e begin by proving that

9nC {f"ldnx-[(e.solo¡ox)-oe.e']:f € C*CX)].l,et g(g andx ( X. Since g(g ç
So, g extends to a function g.t on ccX. Then e.so-oe.9o(x) is a subset of aX which

meets cy)ilX in a singleton set, say {y}, (since, by 1.7, eslxl C e.s*[or)ilX] and

I' separates the points of cvX\X hence e.c" is one-to-one on cuX\x). Hence

ee*l*xx*oe.c"(x) = {y}. Observe that ee'*(e.g"(x)) C g"*(g"(x)) (since g' € g" and

esû(e.e'(x)) = O {f'-(f(x)) : f € 9}). Thus y € g'-(g(x)). Therefore g.(y) = g'(x)

= g(x). We have just shown that g"l.,¡¡¡ç([e.g"l*>ru<*oe.e](x)) = g'(y) = g(x) for an

arbitrary point x (hence for all x) in X. Thus g' = g'loxrxo[e.s'lox\x-"es"] €

{foloxrxo¡(ev"loxrx)-oe.e*l :f ( Co.(X)}. This proves that gn C

{ fol*xrx"[(es"loxrx)-"es'] : f € C.(X)]. We now prove g' l
{f"l*xu<.[(ee'lo>rur)-"ee']:f ( C"(X)].Letk € (f'1,*o.[(e.s"ldc,x)-oe.ed]:f €

C*(Ð). Observe that if t ( C"(X) such that k = toloxw[(ee*l*xx)'"e.s*] rhen kl"^,
: tolo)¡x on cuX\X; hence k : kl,x¡<"[(ac"ldÕx)*"e.g']. Note that kl¿1¡¡ extends to a

function g ( 9" (since kl*>¡x € C(cy)ilX) and, by hypothesis, g"lox¡r = C(oDAX)).

obviously kl*o¡< = glox¡< on ccxv(. Let x ( X. The argument in the proof above

shows that (since g ( g") gl".nx.[e.c*l.nx*.e.e](x) = g(x) (for all x in X). Hence

k(x) = k"l,>nx"[e.eoldnx*"e.e](*) = gl¿rur"[o.g"lox¡<*oe.s](x) = g(x) (for all x in X).
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Hence k = go ( 9". We have shown that go I {f"l"xv.[(ee*loxv)-.e.s"] : f €

c*(x)). vy'e conclude that g' = {f"[(e.<'l"¿nÐ*"e.e"] : f ( c"CK)].Hence for every

subalgebra I of C,(X) such thatg C S., and I'l,xrx = C(c¿)ÕX) there exists a

retraction map r : ccx - ) cX\X from o¿X onto csx\x (in this case r =

[ee*1"¿o¡<*"e.s"]) such thatg = {f*l*¡ç¡.rl¡ : f ( C,CX)}.

'We have thus shown that there is a one-to-one coffespondence between the

retraction maps r from acX onto.{X\X and the subalgebras g of C*(X) such that g

C So and 9"1*ro¡< = C(cg)ilX).

QED

3.21 TIIEOREM The compactification cuX of X is singular iff S* conrains a

closed subalgebra I of c"(x) such that the mapping þ :9 -> c(cÐ(rx) from g

onto C(or)ÕX) defined by ô(Ð = f*|,>nx is an isomorphism.

Proof: (=>) suppose cuX is a singular compactifîcation. Then, by 3.19, there

exists a subalgebra9 of C*(X) contained in So, such thatg" separates the points of

aXV(. As S, e C"(X) clearly {f*|.>n¡< : f ( S,} is contained in C(cy)ilX). As

c)ÕX is compact and 9o separates points of cc)(\X the collection golo¡¡* = {f"l.r,:<

: f € 9) is a subalgebra of C(a)CrX) which separates the points and closed sets of

au)ilX. V/ithout loss of generality we may suppose that € contains the constant

functions since, if kis anumberand f ( S"., f +k andkf a¡e both singularmaps

(by 1.18). Thus 9'1,¡¡ç contains the constant functions and separates points and

closed sets of cc)AX. We claim that C(cuX\X) = (clc"ç¡l9)'|,>o¡<. By the Stone-

Wieirstrass theorem (clç*ç¡¡9)"l"xx C C(cc)AX). Observe that cl6lo¡¡¡l(g"loxv) =

C(a)CtX) (again by the Stone-'Wiekstrass theorem). Hence it will suffice to show

that clçq¿çççl(9"l,xud C (clç"ç¡¡9)'l.,xu<.Let f € clç1o¡¡ç¡(g"l¿nx). Then we can

construct a sequence € = {fi: i ( N} in g"l,¡¡¡ç (c (C(c¿X/x), ll ll)) whose only
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cluster point is f. We wish to show that f ( (clç"6¡9)'l,xç<.Now every function f1

in .€ extends to a function f¡* ins'. l-et<ßx = {fi* : i ( N} c c(cvX). Let g be a

cluster point of €*. Then g ( clç1*¡¡%* c cl61.,;¡(.9"). We will fîrst show that

gl"x,x =f. we can construct a sequence Ð = {f¡ : j € N} c €* whose only cluster

point is g. Then for every e > 0 there exists a number N(e) such that llf¡¡* - gll < e

for everyi > N(e). Thus llf,¡ - gl*>ru<ll < e for every j > N(e). It follows that gl¿ç1¡

is a cluster point of €. Since % has only one cluster point, namely I gl,nx = f. We

will now show that gl"rflx ( (c16.6r9¡.1*x¡<. It is easily seen that glx ( clc.cl{fi*lx

:i € N] C cl6*ç¡¡9. Henceg € (clç"ç¡¡{fi*lx :i € N})*C (cls*Cx¡g)'. Thus

gl*xrx ( (clç.1¡¡9)'l,xu<. Since gl"xur = f, f € (clç"6¡g)"1**o. The claim is

established i.e. C(cv)AX) = (clç"çp9)"1*x¡<.By lemma 3.18, clç,çç¡9 is contained

in So. We now define the function ô : clc,ølg -> C(dilX) from clç.çç¡g into

C(cXtX) as +(Ð = f'lo>o¡r.Clearly Q is a homomorphism. By the above claim $
is onto C(aXtX). We now show that $ is one-to-one. læt f and g be two functions

in cl6"ç5¡9 such that folo>o¡< = g"loxvr. Since f and g are both singular maps and

clc"ø19 is a subalgebra which is contained in S, then f - g is singular. Then (f ' -
g")[X] = (fa -g")[cv)CrX] =(folo>o¡<-g"lonxXcrX\Xl = {0}, (1.8).Hencef =8.

It follows that the map ô is an isomoqphism.

1<=) Suppose S.. contains a closed suba-lgebra g of C*(X) such that the mapping

þ :9 -> C(cuXtX) from I onto C(cu)ôX) defrned bV S(Ð = f"lonx is an isomor-

phism. Then clearly 9" separates the points of cu)AX. Hence, by 3.19, cvX is a

s in gul ar comp ac tific ation.

QED

I-et C-(X) denote the family of all functions f in C*(X) for which the set [x €

X : lf(x)l > Un] is compact for all n in N. These funcrions are said ro "vanish ar
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infinity", (see 7FG of [GJ]). It is easily verifîed that C-(X) is an ideal in the ring

c*(x).

V/e now know that if c(X is a singular compactification of X then S* contains a

closed subalgebra I of Cx(X) such thatgo separates the points of cs)ilx. The

following theorem tells us that such a subalgebra € of C*CX) is isomorphic to the

quotient ring 9"!? under the canonical homomorphism tr :
C-(X)

defined by cr(Ð = C-(X) + f.

3.22 TTIEORBM Let ctX be a compactification of X. Then cX is a singular

compactification of X iff 9g? is the isomo¡phic image of a closed subring lF þrC-(X)

C*(X)) C Sounder the homomorphism s:gþ-> C"(Ð 
defined. by o(f¡ =c-(x)

C-(X) + f.

Proof: 1=>) suppose cuX is a singular compactificarion. Then, by 3.19, there

exists a subalgebra?F of C*(X) which is contained in S.. such thatgln separates the

points of ccx\x and such that ccX is equivalent to X U"" s(en). By 3.21, the homo-

mo¡phism S : clç.ç¡¡$ -> C(c)CrX) defined bV S(Ð = f"l¿o¡< is a ring isomor-

phism. Let r : c"(X) -> c(axrX) be the homomorphism from c*(X) onto

C(cXtX) defined by t(Ð = f'lo>ox.Vy'e now define the mapping rþ : C*(X) ->
clc*øt* as rþ : ô'o". (Note that rþ(f) is the unique g ( c16.6,9 for which g'|,:¡,x

= foloxu<). observe that rhe kernel of rþ is,lr-(0) = (ô-.t)*(0) =r*oô(0) =
t-(0"1¿ox) = C*CK). Hence by the Fundamental Theorem of Homomorphisms the

function ( :
C"(X)
C-CK)

isomorphically onto the image clç,ç¡¡9 of C"(X) under $. observe rhar, if g (

-) cl6*ç¡¡9 defined by ((C-(X) + Ð = l|l(Ð -upr 9"!P.c-(x)
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clç,ç:¡?F, then $(g) = ô-or(g) = ô-(g"l,xu<¡ = g (since S is one-ro-one and onto

c(c)ctx)). Hence, for g ( clç,çç1Ø, E(c*(x) + g) = *(g) = g. It then follows

that the canonical homomorphism s :cl6*ç¡¡g -t t8 defined by o(f; =

c-(x) + f is onto ffi (since, if g ( c.(x), then c-(x) + g = g*(+(g)) =

l*(Û(Û(g)) = C-(X) + û(g); hence ry(ú(g)) = C-(X) + ü(g) = C-(X) + g).

Hence the canonical homomorphism r maps clc"rxlg isomorphically onto 9"(åc-ë)

1<=) suppose now ttrat 9"!P is the isomorphic image of a closed subring g
C-(X)

(of c"(X)) C s., under the homomorphism s : gi-t 3:Ë defined by o(f) =

c-(x) + f. we claim thatgn separates the points of csax. For any g( c,(x)
there is a function f (. g such that C-(x) + f = C-(x) + g (since cr maps g onto

C.,(X)
CJXi) It follows that, for every function g in C"(X), there is a function f, in g

and a function h, in C*(X) such that g = fe * hr. Observe that the function h*" is

zero on ccx\x for each g in C*(X). Since the collection (go : g ( C*(X)) separares

the points of c¿)AX then the subset {fe' : g ( c"(x)} of Øo must separate the

points of c)ilX. Then, by 3.19, cuX is a singular compactification.

QEÐ

3.23 THEOREM Let cuX be a compactification of X. Then ccX is a singular

compactification iff C"(X) = C*(X) @ I (the vector space direct sum) for some

closed subalgebra I of Cx(X) contained in S..

Proof: (=>) Suppose ctX is a singular compactification. Vy'e proceed as in the

first half of the proof of 3.22. By 3.21, s.. conrains a closed subalgebra g of
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c"(x) such that the mappin e þ :9F -> c(axrx) from g onto c(cvxrX) defined

by 4(Ð = f.l*xrx is an isomorphism. Ler r : C.(X) -> C(o)fiX) be the

homomorphism from c*(x) onro c(cux\x) defined by t(Ð = folo>n¡<. we now

define the mapping lþ : C,(X) -> I as {r = S*or. The kernel of l|l is û-(0) =
(ô-.t)-(0) = t-.ô(0) = r-(O"lon>r) = C_CX). Observe that, for every f in C*(X),

f -,lr(Ð =f- forsomef* in C*(X).Alsoif h ( g n C*CX) thent(h) =h'l",xx=0
(as h € c*(x)). But t(h) = +(h) = holonx. consequently S(h)= 0. As g is one-

to-one, h = 0. Hence I n C-(X) = {0}. Thus C*CK) = C-(X) @ g.

1<=) Suppose cuX is a compactification of X such that C*(X) = C-(X) @ g,

where (9 is a closed subalgebra of C*(X) which is contained in So. Since f[cv)CrX]

= {0} for every function f in C*(X) then (9' must sepilate rhe points of cv)ûX. It

follows that csX is equivalent to o<ex, (by 1.13), and that e.e" : cX -) flr e sS(Ð

separates the points of c)ÕX. l,et x be a point in X. Recall that rhe set *Ks =

a {Z(Ð : f ( 9*, x ( Z(Ð} is the maximal stationary set of g which contains rhe

point x (see the paragraph preceding 2.12).l,er *Ks" = O{Z(f"): f € 9n; x € Z(Ðl

be the maximal stationary set of 9* which conrains the point x. Let 7(*= {Z(f') À

(c)CtX) :1 ( 9*, x ( Z(ÐJ. Then n%* = xKso O a)ilX. We wish to show that

Ofr* is a singleton set and then apply 5) => l) of 2.12 to obtain our result. Since

I' separates the points of c)ilX it will suffice to show that ñ ?3* is non-empty. In

fact, since every element or 3(* is compact, it will suffîce to show thatS(*

possesses the finite intersection properry. Let Jf = {Z(fi') O cu)ilX : i € F} be a

finite subcollection of 7ú*. Note that ì.11" = Z(2i e e(fi")2) fì cú)C\X. Since g+ is a

subalgebra, Ii < ¡(fi*)2 is an element of 9+ c sp. since (ãi e e(fi*)2)txl c Iãr e

p(f¡')zl[crXtXl (by 1.8), then Z(2,<r(fi')2) lt cv)ûX is non-empty. Thus ?C*

possesses the finite intersection property. It follows that O7Ç - *K.eo O c¿)ilX is a

singleton set. By 5) => l),uc is a singularmap and cúX(: o€X, by 1.13) is the

singular compactification X U"c S(e.s) induced by ue.
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QED

Recall that an uprvard directed partially ordered set (X,<) must satisfy the

following condition: If a and b are elements of X, then there exists an element c of

X such that c is greater than or equal to both a and b. In chapter 2 (following

theorem 2.12) we mentioned that we would provide an example of an upward

directed family .d of singular compactifications whose supremum is not a singular

compactification. We present this example now.

3.24 EXAMPLE Let <'¡ 1 denote the flust uncountable ordinal and [0,ro r) be the

space of all ordinals less than al l. Let ¡ = [0,o 1) x [0,c,11) (equipped with the

product topology). The space X is pseudocompact (see 8.21 of [v/a]). In 8.23 of

[V/a], it is shown that FX = [O,a¡r] x [0,<o1] and that BX is not a singular

compactif,rcation. \ù/e will show that the lattice of all compactifications of X contains

a subfamily .d of singular compactifications which is totally ordered and whose

supremum is BX. Since a totally ordered family is clearly upward directed, we will

have shown that an upward directed family of singular compactifications does not

necessarily have a supremum which is a singular compactification.

Let \ be a non-limit ordinal such that X is less than a¡ r. Let cu¡X be the

decomposition space obtained by collapsing to a point the subset ([À,orr] x {tot})

U ({or} x [X, orr]) of pX and fixing all other points of pX. Clearly cu¡X is a

compactification of X. Note that if ¡< is a non-limit ordinal such that I < rc <<,r1,

thenct¡X(d*X<pX.Hencethefamily gf = {cnX:0< rc (.1,r< anon-limit

ordinal ) is a totally ordered collection of compactifications of X whose supremum

is pX. Vy'e now claim that every member of .d is a singular compactification. Let

cu¡X be a member of .d. Let us denote by [o1] the point of or¡X which is formed

by collapsing to a single point the subset h,<oll x {¿,¡r} U {alr} x h, roll of

PX. If K (X,letF* = {rc} x [0,<or), andH* = [X,<,rl)x {¡.} (both subsets of X).
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Let K - [X,o¡ 1) x [X,<,r 1). Observe that the elements of the collection g = {Fu. : c<

<xlu [Ho:r< <x] u {K} of subsers are pairwise disjoint. consider the

function r : d¡X -) cu¡)ilX defîned as follows: r[Fo] = (n<,ror) if e( < X, r[H*] -
(o¡r,o<) if ¡< < X, and r[K] = [c'11]. It is easily verified that r is continuous and is a

retraction map. Hence c{¡X is a singular compactification. Then .ú is an upward

directed family of singular compactifications whose supremum is FX, a

compactiflcation of X which is not singular.

V/e summarize the main result of this chapter in the following theorem.

3.25 TF{EOREM If X is a locally compact and Hausdorff space then the

followin g are equivalent:

1) The space X has a largest singular compactifîcation (i.e. p"X is a singular

compactification).

Z)The set S,, contains a subalgebra9 of CF(X) such that €p separates the points of

¡r"X\X.

3) The set so contains a closed subalgebra g of cu(X) such that the mapping þ :g

isomorphism.

4) The quotient ¡"g 9ulJ is the isomorphic image of a closed subring I (of" c-cK)

CpCK)) C S¡. under the homomorphism s : Ø -> -CurX)c-ó defined bY tr(f¡ =

C.(X) + f.

5) The set C*(X) = C-(X) @ 
(9 (the vector space direct sum) for some closed

subalgebra I of Cx(Ð contained in So.

Froof:1) <=> 2) This is 3.19.

1) <=> 3) This is 3.21.
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1) <=> 4) This ís 3.22.

1) <=> 5) This is 3.23.

QEÐ

By 3.11 any one of the above five conditions on grX impties that X is
pseudocompact.

Recall that a space X is said to be rerractive if p)c\x is a retract of px, i.e. pX

is a singular compactification. W. W. Comfort has shown using CH that retractive

spaces are locally compact and pseudocompact (see 6.6 of [Wa]). A precise

chatactenzation of renacdve spaces can now be given.

3.26 COROLLARY For a locally compact Hausdorff space X the following are

equivalent:

1) The space X is retractive (i.e. pX is a singular compactification).

2) The set Sp contains a subalgebra I of C*(Ð such that 9F separates the points of

pxu(.

3) The set SB contains a closed subalgebra I of Cxff) such that the mapping þ :9

isomorphism.

4) The quotient ¡ng 9-$J is the isomorphic image of a closed subring ?F @f- C-CX)

Cp(X)) Ç Spunder the homomo¡phism s :9þ-t äË defined by lr(f¡ =

C-(X) + f.

5) The set C*(X) = C-(X) @ I (the vector space direct sum) for some closed

subalgebra (9 of C*(X) contained in Sp.

Froof: The equivalence of the statements 1 to 5 follow directly from 3.25.

QED
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In the introductory para$aph of [CFV] (Two Applícatíons of Síngular Sets to

the Theory of CompactiJîcatÌons, To appear) the authors state:

"The principal unresolved conjectue in the theory (of lattices of singular

compactifications) is the following:

CONJECTURE: The singular compactifications of a space X

forms a lattice iff PX is singular"

We will show that this conjecture fails by constructing a space X whose family of

singular compactifications forms a (complete) lattice even though pX is not

singular.

3.27 EX,AMPLE Let Y be a locally compact connected space such that pY\Y is

finite and has more than one point. (The space Y = (FRIF where F is a finite

subset of F R\R is an example of such a space). Let N denote the natural numbers

and a¡N denote its one-point compactification. Let X = o¡N x Y (with the product

topology). By 9D 3) of IGL Y is pseudocompacr. By 8.12 and 8.20 of [V/a], BX

= c¡N x FY.We claim that ¡rX = o¡N x <'¡Y (where ¿,¡Y denotes the one-point

compactification of Y). Iæt u and v be distinct points in p.1\Y. læt f € Sp and x¡ be

a point in <oN. Then f extends ro the function fF : BX -> R. l,et x6 ( a¡N and

suppose fF separates the points (xs,u) and (x6,v). Since f is singular, fF[FX] =

fFtFX\Xl (by 1.8) and fF[{xpJ x PY] C fÊtp)Axl, which is a roraity disconnected

set (since it is countable). Since fF separates (x6,u) and (xs,v), then fÊ[{xe} x FY]

is not a singleton, hence is not connected. This contradicts the fact that fP[{xo} x

BYI is connected (being the continuous image of the connecred set {xo} x PY).

Hence, for any x ( co N, every singular function f in SB has an extension fF which

is constant on (clpx({x} x Y)\({x} x Y). Thus, for each x in a¡N, (cl*"¡({x} x
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Y))V{x} x Y) is a singleton set, (this follows from the facts that (cl,,¡({x} x
Y))V{x} x Y) is either a singleton or contains finitely many elemenrs and the

collection SÊtr separates the points of p)ÕX). Let x6 and y6 be distinct poinrs in

<oN. since {xo} x pY and {yo} x py are distinct connected components of pX

then there exists a clopen subset u of pX such that (xo) x Fy c u and {yo} x Fy
C F)ilU. I;¿t g: PX -> {0,1} denote the cha¡acteristic function with respect to

U. Then the function gl¡ is a singular function whose extension to pX separates

{xo} x BY and {yo} x pY. Hence SpF separates the connecred componenrs { {x} x
pY : x € e¡ N ) of pX. This implies that ¡r"X is the union of the disjoint collection

{clox({x} x FY) : x ( a¡N}.The map r defined by r[clux({x} x BY)] = ctux({x} x

FY) V{x} x PY) (where x € o¡ N) is easily seen ro be a rerraction map from gr.X

onto Fr)ûX. Thus we conclude that ¡r.X is a singular compactification. Since pX is

the supremum of all singular compactifications, the collection of all singular

compactifications forms a (complete) lattice (see the note following 3.1). Since

(cl*x({x} x Y))V{x} x Y) is a singleton for each x € orN, rhen pX is strictly less

than BX. Hence BX is not a singular compactification.

In theorem 6 of [CF] the authors claim that "If the set of singular compactifi-

cations of a space X forms a lattice, then it forms a complete lattice". The proof of

this statement supplied by the authors is flawed. This error is pointed out in

[cFV].The truth or falsity of this sfatement remains an open question.

we consider a simpler problem. In the following example, we show that a

subfamily I of the family of all singular compactifications of a space X may form a

lanice which is not complete.

3.28 EXAMPLE A lattice of singular compactif,ications of a space X is not

necessarily a complete lattice.
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Proof: In example 3.24, we have shown that the family of alt singular

compactifications of the space X = [0,<ol) x {0,o1) contains a totally ordered lattice

g : {cu*X:0 < ¡< ( ô1, s< a non-limit ordinal} of singular compactifications

whose supremum is pX a compactification which is not singular.

QEÐ

Observe that the family of all singular compactifications of the space X = [0,<o])

x {0,ro1) does not form a lattice. To see this let aX be the decomposition space

obtained by collapsing to a point the subset {ol r } x [0,<o r] of pX = [0,<o 1] x

[0,ror] (and fixing all other points). Clearly cvX is a compactification of X.læt yX

be the decomposition space obtained by collapsing ro a poinr the subset [O,ar1] x

{<o1} of FX = çl,X = [0,<or] x [0,o1] (and fixing all other points). It is easy to

verify that both aX and yX are singular compactifications. Note that the

supremum of cX and yX is ¡r.X, a non-singular compactification (since [0,<o 1] x

[0,<or] is not singular).
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CF{APT'ER 4

EXAMPLES

In the last chapter we have characterrzþd those spaces X which have a largest

singular compactification p"X (3.25 and3.26).In this chapter we will consrrucr a

few examples which iilustrate some of the results of the previous chapters.

We will make use of the Glicksberg theorem and another useful resuit found. in

8.12 and 8.20 of [Wa] respectively. We state them here.

4.1 THEORBM (Glicksberg) If X and Y are infinite, then the product space X x

Y is pseudocompact if and only if X x Y is C*-embedded in pX x py, i.e. p(X x

Y)=pXxpY.

4.2 PRoPoSITIoN (8.21 of [wa]) The product of two pseudocompact

spaces one of which is also locally compact is pseudocompact .

4.3 PR.OPOSITION The outgrowths of the singular compactifications of N are

the compact separable spaces.

Proof: Suppose aN is a singular compacrification of N. Then by 2.6 and

2.11, there exist a subset I of So such that e, is a singular map and ctN = X U.*

S(es). Since es[N] is countable and dense in S(ee,), c¿N\N is compacr and

separable.

Suppose K is a compact space which contains a dense subspace D ={di : i ( N}.

I-ntØ = {Di: i € N} be apartition of N into infinitelymany infinite sets. Letf be

the (continuous) function from N onto D which maps D1 to d¡. Clearly f is a

singular function whose singular set is clçf[N] = K. Hence N Ur S(Ð is a
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singular compactification of N. Thus K is the remainder of a singular

compactif,lcation of N.

QED

If a space X is almost compact non-compact then its one-point compactification

is pX (= $¡X), a singular compactifîcation. Hence spaces X for which pX is a

singular compactification are easy to find. Here is a non-trivial example of a space

such that ¡lX is a singular compactification.

4.4 EXAMPLE The producr space ¡ = [0,o r) x I (where I is rhe closed unit

interval) equipped with the product topology has a p-compactification ¡r.X which is

singular.

Froof: By 4.1and4.2 FX = F[O,c¡r) x I = [0,<or] x I. Since PX\X = {<o1} x

I is connected then, by 2.13, ¡r.X is equivalent to pX. The map r defined as r[{x}

x [0,or]] = (x,co1) is easily seen to be aretraction from p.X onto ¡l)ilX. Hence

p.X is singular.

QBD

Here is an example which shows that if X and Y are two spaces, p(X x )) need

not be equivalent to ¡r.X x gr,Y.

4.5 EXAMPLE læt X = FR\{x, y} where x and y are distinct points in pR\R.

l-et Y = f, where I is the closed unit interval. Then g¡CX x Y) is not equivalent to

pX x ¡rY.

Proof: Clearly lrY = Y as Y is compact. Since the cardinality of p)tX is
strictly less than 2", X is pseudocompact (by 9D of tGJl). By 4.1 and 4.2, þ(X x

Y) = PX x Y. In example 3.4 we have seen that p,X is the one-point compacti-

{ication of X while pX (the two-point compactification of X) is homeomorphic to

pR. Hence FX x Y is not equivalent to ¡rX x Y (as a compacrification of X x Y).
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However since the sets {x} x Y and {y} x Y are connected in F(X x y) = pX x y,

r¿(X x Y) is equivalenr ro Fff x Y) (by 2.13). Hence p(,K x y) is nor equivalent to

pXxY.

QED

we now present two examples of a space X such that ¡-r,X = FX but where pX

is not singular.

4.6 EXAMPLES a)l-nt x and y be distincr points in pR\R and let Y = FR\{x,

y]. læt X = [FN\N] x Y. Then ¡l"X = BX and pX is not a singular compacti-

fication.

Proof: By 4.2, X is pseudocompacr. By 4.1, pX = [FN\N] x FR. Having

shown in example 3.4 that pY is the one-point compactification of Y, a compacti-

fication strictly less than clBpY = PR, one would not expect that gr"X: pX =

tBN\Nl x pR as we now prove it to be.

To prove that ¡rX is equivalent to pX it suffices to show that SuÊ separates pairs

of points of form {(a,x),(a,y)} (bV 3.5). Iæta be an elemenr of BN\N and u =

(a,x) and v = (a,y) be two such points in pXV(. Læt D, be a (C*-embedded) copy

of N in tPN\Nl x {x} such that clBnxDr does not conrain u or v (see 14N5 of

tGI). l-et a" be an element of FN\N such that {a"} x p R does nor conrain u or v

and does not meet clBxDr. l-etD2 be a C*-embedded copy of N in {a"} x pR. Let

7 = {u,v} U Dt U D2. Define a function f : {u,v} U Dl UD2-> R as follows:

f(u) = 0, f(v) = 1, and f maps D1 onto (0,1) n Q and D2 onto (0,1) n Q. Since D1

and D2 are disjoint and both C*-embedded and {u,v} C B)cr(ctp¡D1 U clB¡Dz), f
extends continuously to clpyZ. Since the collection {u}, {v}, clpxDr and clpxDz are

pairwise disjoint, f extends to a function h on pX for which htpxl = [0,1]. l-et g=

hl¡ (hence gP = h). The function g is easily seen to be a singular map whose

extension to pX separates u and v (since gBIP)ûXI = [0,1] = g[X] and by applying
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1.8). Hence SuÊ separates the points of p)CtX. This implies BX is equivalent to

8¿X (= ú)spx).

we now show that ¡u"X is not a singular compactification. suppose r : p.X -)
p.)ctx is a retraction from pX onto ¡rxrx. Since r fixes the points of p.)ilx, the

points (a.,x) and (a",y) belong to r[(a"] x FRl. since g-ilc\x is totally disconnected

and {a"} x FR is connected, r[{a"} x FR] cannot meet any points in 6.r.)ilx other

than (ao,x) and (ao,y). Hencer[{a.} x PR] = {(ao,x),(ao,y)J. Since [(a",x),(a",y)]

is itself disconnected we have a contradiction. Hence ¡r.X is not a singular compac-

tification.

QED

b) Let Y denote the space FR\{y}, where y belongs to BR\R. Then py * BR, the

one-point compactifTcation of Y.lætX = [FN\N] x Y. Then, by 4.1 and 4.2, þX

= [PN\N] x PY. The map r : BX -> P)f\X defîned by r[{a} x pYl = {(a,y)} is

easily seen to be a retraction map, hence ¡rX is a singular compactification and ¡r,X

= PX.'We now slightly modify the above space X. læt Z = [pN\N] x Yl U (FN

x {0}), viewed as a subspace of pN x Y. v/e claim thatp,z is not a singular com-

pactificationof Z.

Proof: The following argument shows thatþZ = ([PN\N] x pY) U (pN x

{0}).BV 4.1 and 4.2 F(tFN\Nl x Y) = tPN\Nl x BY.Let g be a real-valued

bounded function on Z. Since glpn¡ro"yextends to IFN \N] x pY and cl2(N x t0])

= PN x {0} then g extends to a function gF on (tPN\Nl x PY) U (PN x {0}).

Hence Z is C*-embedded in ([FN\N] x PY) U (PN x [0]) and so gZ = ([pN\N]

x PY) U (PN x (0)).By applying 3.5 we obtain thatp"Zis equivalent to pZ.

V/e now show that pZ cannot be a singular compactifîcation. Suppose that r:

þZ -> þAZ is a retraction map from BZ onro þZV. If a belongs to [pN\N]

then, since {a} x FY is connected and tPN\Nl x {y} is totalty disconnected, r can
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only map {a} x pY onto {(a,y)}. Hence r maps IpN\Nl x {0} homeomo¡phicalty

onto [pN\N] x {y}.since FN x {0} is separable,r[pN x {0}] is separable. since

r[FN x {0}] = [FN\N] x {y} we have a conrradiction. Hence þZcannor be a

singular compactification.

QEÐ

In example b) of 4.6 we have considered two subspaces X: tFN\Nl x y and

Z=lþN\Nl x Yl U (FN x {0}) of FN x Y (whereY = FR\{V}). Note thatX C

z and that they have identical outgrowths ¡r,)fix and ¡xzv. However there

compactífications ¡rX and ¡rZ diff'xin nature since pX is singular andp"zis not.

Up to this point we have not encountered spaces X such that pX + pX and ¡r,X

is not a singular compactiflcation. Could it be that if a space X is such that pX *
BX then p"X is necessarily síngular? The following example assìres us that such a

conjecture fails.

4.7 EXAMPLE Let Y = BR\{x,y} where x and y are disrinct points in BR\R.

LetX = N @ Y be the free union of N and Y. We claim that X is such that ¡.r.X *
pX and pX is not a singular compactifîcation.

Proof: If f belongs to Sp(X) then flp extends to BN and flv extends to the one-

point compactification of Y. In example 3.4 we have shown that pY is the one-

point compactification of Y. By 2.14, I.16 and 1.13 ¡r,N is equivalent to pN.

Hence f extends to cvX = PN @ pY, a compactification of N + Y strictly less than

FN @ FY = BX. It is shown in the proof of 2.14 that SuF(X) separates the points

of BN\N. The characteristic function function X¡ extends to Xryd separating FN

from ¡r.Y. Thus SB(X) has extensions to PN @ ¡rY which separate the points of

(PN @ g.Y\(N @ Y). Hence pr.X is equivalent to pN @ pY. Clearly X is nor

pseudocompact . Hence by 3.11, !-"X cannot be a singular compactification. Since
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pX is not FN @ frY = gr"X we have shown that X is such rhat 6.r.X + pX and gr.X

is not a singular compactif,rcation.

QEÐ
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CHAPTER 5

PERFECT AND PSEUDOPERFECT' COMP,4.CT'IF'ICATIONS

In this chapter we investigate another compactìfication of a space X called the

perfect compactification. This compactification was introduced in [Sk] and was

further studied in [D]. In [D] the author gives an algebraic characterization of the

subring C"(X) associated to a perfect compactification cuX of X. We provide an

alternate proof to this characterization. We also inüoduce a new compactification

called the pseudoperfect compactifrcation and charactenze it. We show that all

perfect compactifications and compactifications of pseudocompact spaces are

pseudoperfect compactifications. We also show that there are pseudoperfect

compactifications which are not perfect.

A perfect compactification is defined as follows:

5.X. ÐEFINITION Let yX be a compactiflcation of X and npv : FX -> yX

denote the natural map from pX onto yX. We say that yX is perfect if, for every p

( y)AX, rrp"*(p) is connected.

It is clear from this definition that BX is a perfect compactifîcation. It is also

easily seen that the smallest perfect compactification is the Freudenthal compactifi-

cation (the compactification of X obtained by collapsing the connected components

of pXtX to points)

There are various characterizations of perfect compactifications. The proofs of

the following characterizations are given in Theorems 1 and 2 andlæmma 1 of [S].

5.2 PROPOSITION læt yX be a compactification of X. For any open subset U

of X, let Ex"xU = y)ilc1.,,x()(\u), the extension of U in yX. Then the following are

equivalent:
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1) VX is a perfect compactificarion.

2) For any pair of disjoint subsets A and B of X, c\xA ñ c\xB = Ø iff c\¡Fr¡A

fì c\xFr¡B = Ø.

3) If U and V are disjoinr open subsers of X, rhen Ex"xGJ U V) = E\xU U

Ex"xV.

4) For any open subset U of X, c\x€rxU) = Fr"¡ExrxU.

In [D], the author relates perfect compactifications of X to algebraic subrings of

C*(X). The following definition of an algebraic subring flrst appears in 16.29 of

tGJ].

5.3 DEFINITION A subring I of C*(X) is algebraic if Ø contains the consranr

functions and those functions f ( C*CX) such that f2 ( g.

To establish a relationship between perfect compactifications and algebraic sub-

rings of C*6) we will require the following result from [GJ].

5.4 PROPOSITION (16.30 and i6.31 of [GJ]) a) The set g of all functions in

C*(X) which are constant on a given subset S of X is an algebraic subring of

C*(X) which is closed in the uniform norm topology.

b) If X is compact and I is an algebraic subring of C*(X) then each maximal

stationary set of I is connected.

5.5 LEMMA Let yX be a compactification of X and tg = Cy(X). Then npy =

ergt*"eßF.

Proof: Observe that, for every f € Cy(X), fF(X) = (frocBl)(x) for all x in pX.

Then esÊ(x) = <fÊ(x)>r ( cycx) = ((fvor:'B.r)(x)>r ( cyøl = <(fY(.¡p"(x))>r € q,(x) =

e.sY(trpr(x)). Also note that eeY is one-to-one on yX since 9Y = C(yX) separates

the points of yX (I.I2); hence ee?- is a well-defined function on e.gllyxl =
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e.sY[rxp./[FX]l= eoF¡pXl. Since e.sF(x) = asl(ffiFt(x)) for all x in FX, nFv =

erg'v*"e*lÊ.

QEÐ

5.6 NOTE LetQ C Cy(X). 'We claim that the subsets of X of the form e,ev*Ø)

(where p ( e,sv[yX]) are the maxímal sta.tionary sets of 9v.Let S be a maximal

stationary set of 9v. Let x ( S and p = e.ev(x). By definition S is the largest subset

(of ^yX) containing x on which all functions in 9v are constant. Since all functions

in9t are constant on e.rv'(p) andx ( esv-1p¡ then esv-(p) E S. Suppose t €

yX\eov-1p). Then there exists a function h in €v such that {h(t)} ;¿ {h[x] ] = h[S]

(otherwise esY(Ð = afv(t)>¡( cyCX) =s.sv(x) =p). Then t ø S. Hence acl*(p) = S.

Thus subsets of form e.cr-(p) (where p € e.ev[yX]) are the maximal stationary sets

of 9t.

Note that if cvX is a compactification of X, then C(cuX) and C"(X) are ring

isomorphic (via the map f l-> flx). Hence (as being algebraic is a ring-theoretic

property) C(cvX) is algebraic iff C"(X) is algebraic.

The following result is found in Theorem 2.5 (a)<=2(c) of [D]. Using 5.5 and

5.6 we provide a shorter proof of this statement.

5.7 THEOREM [D] Let yX be a compactification of X. Then yX is a perfect

compactification iff q(Ð is an algebraic subring of C*(X).

Froof: 1ç=) Suppose C"(X) is an algebraic subring of C*(X). Note that if P €

Cy(X)P, Pl" = flx2 ( C.y(X). Since Cy(X) is algebraic, flx ( Cy(X), hence f €

C'(X)B.This implies that C'(X)Ê is an algebraic subring of C(BX).Let9 =

cy(x).By 5.5, npv = est*"çov.If p ( yX\X, îrp"*(p) = [s.ev*(e.sp)]-(p) =

e.eF*(e.sv(p)), a maximal stationary set of (9F in FX (by 5.6). Since 9F is an
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algebraic subring of C(pX), the maximal stationary sets of gþ are connected (by

5.4). Hence trB"-(p) is connected. It follows that yX is a perfect compactificarion.

(=>) Suppose yX is a perfect compacrification. Then for every p € yX\X

"rB"-(p) 
is connected. Let <g = Cy(X). We claim that9þ is an algebraic subring of

c(FX) (hence I is an algebraic subring of c*(X)). I.et p € r¿X. I.er go denote all

functions in C(BX) which are constant on rrpy-(p). Then 9F C 9o (since npy =

est*oso9¡. Hence gF C Ol,%p: p ( yX), an algebraic subring of C(FX) (since,

by 5.4,90is an algebraic subring and since the intersection of algebraic subrings is

an algebraic subring). Suppose f € n [9p : p € VX]. Let g : yX-] R be the

function which maps trp.7(x) to fF(x) for every x in BX. Then fl¡ = glx ( c"CX) (bv

definitionof g).Hence O{9p:p € yX} ç Cy(X). Thus C"(X)F=O{90:p (

yX).We have shown that C"(X)Ê is an algebraic subring of C(BX). It easily

follows that C"(X) is an algebraic subring of C*(X).

QBD

A subring I of C*(X) containing the constant functions determÌnes a compac-

tifícatíon yX of X if S Ç Cy(X) and 9v separares points of yX.

In the following proposition we show that any algebraic subring of C*(X)

determines a perfect compactification of X.

5.8 PROPOSITION If I is an algebraic subring of C*(X) which separates the

points and closed sets of X then I determines a perfect compactification of X.

Proof: Suppose I is an algebraic subring of C*CK) which separates the points

and closed sets of X. Let cgX = c,¡sX.Then 9o separates the points of aX (by

1.13). Hence esd is one-to-one on ccX (see 1.12). læt x ( cYX and p = ec"(x). We

wish to show that rrBo'(x) is a connected subset of pX. Observe that p is of the

form <f"(x)>¡ e 9. Hence ec(ox)'(ec<*xl(x)) = ec(.x)-(<f"(x)>r € c*{x)) =

O {f"*(f"(x)) : f ( C"(X)}C n {f"*(f'(x)) : f (g} =esd(d*(x)>r e s) = es"'(p).
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Since ec(ox)*(ec(,x¡(x)) is nonempty and es'*(p) is a singleron ser (by I.12)

ec(".Ð-(ec(oxl(x)) = es*(p) . Equivalently e6"ç¡1F*(ecc*xl(x)) = esÊ-(p). Now since

follows that e6,ç¡¡F-(ect,xl(x)) is connected. By 5.5, æp, = ec(ox)'oec,çx¡9. Then

mB,*(x) = (oc(oÐ-oec"ølF)-(*) = ec"ë)F-(ecr*xl(x)) is connected (as shown above).

Since x was arbitrarily chosen, trp**(x) is connected for all x ( cvX. Hence cuX is a

perfect compactifi cation.

QEÐ

Besides being an algebraic subring of C*(X) the subring C"(X) associated with

a perfect compactification yX possesses another interesting properry. This property

is described in lemma 2.3 of [D].

5.9 THEOREM tDl If yX is a perfect compactification then C"CX) = {f ( C*(X)

:cl"yZ(f-rr) o c\yZ(f -tz)=Ø wheneverrl*41.

One may wonder whether the perfect compactifications a-re the only compactifi-

cationsof Xforwhich Cy(X)= {f ( C*(X):cLr¡Z(f -rr)r^ì clrxZ(f -rz)=Ø
whenever 11* r2j. The following result f¡om [D] will help us answer this question.

5.10 THBOREM (Corollary 3.6 of tDl) If X is pseudocompact then, for any

compactification yX of X, Cy(X) = {f ( C*(X) : cl"xZ(f - nr) r^ì clrxZ(f - rz) =

Ø whenever rl É rzÌ.

'We now provide an example of a non-perfect compactification r¿X such that

q(Ð = {f ( C*(,K) : clrxZ(f- rr) .o cl"xZ(f- rz) = Ø whenever 11 * r2}.

5.11 EXAMPLE Let X be the product space [0,o¡r) x [0,ar1). Then FX =

[0,<or] x[0,or] (4.1 and4.2). Since P)C\X is totally disconnected pX is the

smailest perfect compactification of X. Since X is pseudocompact Cy(X) = {f €

C* (X) : clryZ(f - rr) o clrxZ(f - r z) = Ø whenever r 1 * r2J for all compactifica-
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tions yX of X (by 5.10). Hence if yX is any compactification strictly less than BX

(for example the one-point compactification of x), yX is a non-perfect

compacrificarion for which c.y(x) = {f ( c*(x) : clrxz(f - rr) o cLrxz(f - r) =

Ø wheneverrl*r2J.

We intoduce the following definitions.

5.12 DEFXNITION I-et yX be a compactification of X and U and V be disjoint

subsets of X. The sets U and V are said to be y-separated if there exists a subset M

of yX containing X and a real-valued function f on M with compact fibres such that

4x € C*(X) and such that ftUl and f[V] have disjoint closures in R.

5.13 DEFINITTON A compactification yX is said to be a pseudoperfect com-

pactifrcatíon rf any fwo subsets U and V of X which are y-sepilated have disjoint

closures in r7X.

We will show that the pseudoperfect compactifications are precisely the compac-

tifications yX of X for which cy(,K) = {f € c*(x) : cLrxz(f - rr) ñ c\xz(f -rz)
= Ø whenover 11 cÉ rzl.

The following proposition which is an easy consequence of 3.2.1 of [E] will be

required.

5.14 PROPOSITION (Taimanov's Theorem) Let csX and cuY be a compacrifi-

cation of X and Y respectively, and let f be a map from X onto Y. There is a map f*

: cyX -) o¿Y extending f if and only if, for A, B C Y, cloyA fì cloyB = Ø implies

that cl¿çf-[A] O cl¿çf [B] = Ø.

5.X-5 THEOREM Let yX be a compactification of X. Then the following are

equivalent:

1) VX is a pseudoperfect compactification.
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Ðq0{) = {f € C*(x):c\xz(f - nt) l-t c\xz(f -rz)=Ø wheneverÍ1 +rzl.

3) If f € C*(X) such that clryZ(f -rJ l^t cl"xz(f -tz) = Ø wheneverrl É12 rhen

cl"xf IAJ O cl"xf IBJ = Ø for any subsets A and B of f[X] with disjoint

closures in R.

Proof: (1=>2) Suppose yX is pseudoperfect. 'We wish ro show that Cy(X) =

{f € C*(X):clrxZ(|-rr) ñ clrxZ(f -Fz) = Ø whenevorr¡ *r2}. Itis always

true that q,(X) C {f € C*(X) : clrxZ(f- rr) o clrxz(f- rz) = Ø wheneverrl *
r2). V/e will prove that {f € C*(X) : cl"xZ(Î- rr) ñ clrxZ(f - rz) = Ø whenever

11 *r2) C Cy(X). I-etg € {f € C*(X):clrxZ(f-rr)o c|ryZ(f -îù=Ø
whenever 11f r2]. Let A and B be subsets of g[X] with disjoint closures in R. By

5.l4,it will suffice to show that c\xg-[A] n c\xgt[BJ = Ø.l,et M = U {clrxz(e-

r): r € gtxl). I.etg*: M-) R beafunctiondefinedas g*[c\¡Z(g-r)] =rfor

eachr € g[X].Since g € {f ( C*(X):clryZ(f -rr)o clrxz$-rz)=Ø
whenever \ *r2]r, then gx is well-defîned, g*lx = g ( C*(X) and g* has compact

fibres. Also A = g*[g*[A]l a¡d B = g*[g-[B]l have disjoint closures in R. Then by

definition g-[A] and g*[B] are y-separated subsets of X. By hypothesis c\xe*[A]

O c\xB-[B) = Ø. By 5.14, g € C"(X).

(2=>3) Suppose q,(X) = {f ( C*(X) : cl-ryZ(f - rr) t^l cl-rxZ(f - rz) = Ø

whenever 4*r21. Letf € C*(X) such that c\xZ(f -rr) O c\xZ(f -rz)=Ø
whenever 11*r2. Let A and B be disjoint subsets of flXl such that clsA ñ cl6B =

Ø. Since f ( Cy(X), c\xf-[AJ n c\xf*[B) = Ø (by 5.1a).

(3=>1) Suppose that, for any f ( C*(X) such thar cl"xZ(f- rr) O c\xZ(f - rz)

= Ø whenever 11 *r2, clryftAl n c\xf*[BJ = Ø fu any subsets A and B of flX]

with disjoint closures in R. læt U and V be y-separated subsets of X. V/e wish to

show that clrxU ñ c\¡V= Ø. To say that U and V are y-separated subsets of X

means that there exists a subset M of yX containing X and a real-valued function f

on M with compact fibres such that flx ( C*(Ð and such that clpfllJl l^ì clsflll =
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Ø. r-etr1 and 12 be distinct points ln fl"tx1. since f has compacr fibres z(f - r)
andz(f - 12) are conrpacr; hence clrxz(flx- rr) C z(f - 11) andclrxz(flx - rz) c
z(f - r2). It follorvs that cl^,xZ(flx - rr) À clrxz(flx - rù = Ø. By hypothesis

ct"xflx-[flu]l n cl"xflx*lflVl] = Ø (since clsf[U] o clçflVl = Ø). Since U =

flx*tftull ancl v = flx*[f[V]1, cl"yu t-ì cl"¡v= Ø. Thus yx is a pseudoperfect

compactif,ication.

QED

By 5.i0, every perfect conipactilìcation is a pseudoperfect compactification. By

5.11, every corlpactificâf ion of a pseudocompact space is a pseudoperfect compac-

tification.

Vy'e now pl'csent art exantple of a space X which has a compactification yX

which is not pseuiioperfect.

5.1,6 EXANIPLE The one-point conrpactification <oR of R is not pseudo-

perfect.Toseethisconsidelastrictlyincreasingfunctionf ( C*(R).Sincef isone-

to-one on R, cl"¡Z(f - rr) ñ clrxz(f -re) = Ø wheneverfl * 12,(z(f-r) being a

singleton for all r ( ll R l). I-lorvever f clearly does not belong to C,(R). Hence, by

1)<=>2) of 5.1-5, o R is rrot pseucloperf'ect.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis rve have developed a better understanding of the family of singular

compactifications, i.e. those conrpactifications of X whose outgrowth c¿)ÕX is a

retract of c,¿X. Originally, a singular compactification was defined as the union of

the space X and a set S(Ð (where S(Ð denotes the singular set of a continuous

function f : X -) K from X into a compact Hausdorff space K) equipped with an

appropriate topology (see 1.2). In 2.6,we have shown that any singular compacti-

fication cvX of X can be expressed in the form os,X, the smallest compactification

to which all functions in the set Sd of all singular real-valued functions in CoÇK) can

be extended. Equivalently os"X is shown to be the supromum of the coilection of

singularcompactifications {XUr S(Ð : f ( S"} (2.8).

In example 2.7 , we have shown that there exist compactifications of X which

are not the suprema of singLrltu'colltpactifications.

It was previously knorvn that the supremum of a family of singular compacti-

fications need nor be a singular conlpactification. In 2.10,2.11 and2.l2 we charac-

tenze those suprema of singular corrpactifications which are singular.

In 2.13 and 2. 14 rve give conditions on a compactification cr¿X which guarantee

that crX is a su¡rlentt¡nl of singular corl.lpacdfications.

It may ha¡rpcn th¿rt nvo singular compactifications XUf S(Ð and X U, S(g) have

the same r.rnrlcrl¡'ìrrg set (i.e. S(f) = S(g)). In 7.16, we precisely show what

conditions f arrtl g ltìust satist,\,fol these two compactif,rcations to be equivalent.

ln chapter 3, rv,e have nirnlcci the suprenrum of all singular compactifications the

f.¿-compactificarion of X antl clenote it by ¡rX. We show that ¡rX is the smallest

compactificarion (rsoX) to rvhich the set Sp of all real-valued singular functions
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extend. We have shown that ¡rX may or may not be the same as pX. In 3.5,3.6,

3.8 and 3J we have characterized those spaces X such that pX = PX and have

provided examples of spaces X rvhich clo not possess this property (see example

3.4).

Spaces X for which the suprenrum of all singular compactifications of X is not

singular have been shorvn to exist. If pX is a singular compactifÏcation, we say that

pX is the largest singilar compactification.If ¡lX is not a singular compactification

then X has no largest singular compactification. The main result of chapter 3 is a

chanctenzation of those spaces X which have a largest singular compactification

(3.9 to 3.26). Having done this we now have a chanctenzation of retractive spaces.

We also shorv (in 3.27) that the conjecture (proposed in ICFVI) "The singular

compactifications of a space X fomrs a latrice iff PX is a singular compactification"

fails by providing a coLrnterexarrrple.

Finaily, in [CFV], the authors wonder whether the following statement is true:

"If the family of singular conrpactifications of a space X forms a lattice then it is a

complete lattice". We prove the rveaker statement: A subfamily Ø of the family of

all singular contpactifications of a space X may form a lattice which is not complete

(see 3.28).

In chapter 4, we havs constnrcted various examples of spaces X for which p.X

is a singular conlp¿ìctification. We also show that the remainders of the singular

compactifications of N arc the conrpact separable spaces.

In chapter 5 we have investigated another compactification of a space X called

the perfect conrpactification. This conpactification was inuoduced in [Sk] and

further studiect in [Dl, In iDl the author gave an algebraic characterization of the

subring C*(X) associatecl to a perfect compactification csX of X.V/e have provided

an alte¡nate proof to tl¡is characterìzation. V/e have also introduced a new

compactifìcation called the pscutloperfect compactification. Two characterizations of
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pseudoperfect conrpactifications were given. We showed that all perfect compac-

tifications and compactifications of pseudocompact spaces are pseudoperfect. An

example of a pseudoperfect corlrpactification which is not a perfect compactification

was provided.

We propose the follorving questions for further study:

1) Are there spaces which have a maximal singular compactification which is not

$-ex?

2) If the family of all singular conrpactifications of a space X forms a lattice, is it

necessarily a complete lattice?

3) Find an internal topological characterization of spaces X for which ¡r.X is a

singular compactification.

4) Find and internal topological characterization of spaces X for which ¡lX = pX.

5) Given the singular conlpactifications X Ur S(Ð and X U, S(g) find necessary

and suffrcient co¡rclitions itÌ temls of f and g so that their supremum is singular.
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SUMMARY

INOTE: Results nlarked with an asterisk are new.]

CFIAPTER N

tr.tr Definitions A singular compactiÍ[cation induced by the functíon f is

constructed as follows: læt f : X ->K be a continuous function from the space X

into a compact set K. læt the singular s¿r, S(Ð, of f be defined as the ser {x €

cl*f[X] : for any neighbourhood U of x, cl"f'[tll is not compact]. If S(Ð = K then

f is said to be a singular map . h is easy to verify that S (Ð is closed in K and that if f

is a singular map then f[X] is dense in S(Ð. If f is a singular map the síngular

compactifrcation of X induced by /, denoted by X Ur S(Ð, is the set X U S(Ð

where the basic neighbourhoods of the points in X a¡e the same as in the original

space X, and the points of S(Ð have neighbourhoods of form U U (f -[tf F)

where U is open in S(Ð and F is a compact subset of X. This defînes a compact

Hausdorff topology on X U¡ S(Ð in which X is a dense subspace. We will say that

a compactification cvX of X is a singular compacilrtcaüon if cvX is equivalent to X

Ur S(Ð for some singular map f.

Recall thatanlapr:X-) A sendingX into a subsetAof Xis calleda

retraction if it is continuous and it fixes the points of A. The subset A is then called

aretract of X.

1..2 TFIEOREM [G] The singul¿ìr compactifications of X are precisely those

compactifications cvX of X rvhose renlainder aXV( is a retract of ccX.

1.3 REMARK If r : cvX -) cvX\X is a retraction from aX onto c¿)ôX then rl¡

is a singular map rvhich incltrces the singular cornpactif,rcation X U¡*S(rl¡) (since if

U is open in c,¿)C\X and cl¡rlx-[Ul is compact then (cu)ilclxrlx'[U]) ô r*[U] is a

non-empty open subset of ctX contained in cr)CrX). Hence X U4*S(rlx) = ccX.

Conversely if f is a singular nrap it is easily verified that its extension f* : X UrS(Ð
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-> S(Ð which acts as the identity function on S(Ð is continuous and is a retracrion

map from X UrS(Ð onto S(f).

1.4 THEOREM (Theorem 7, [G]) If ctx is a singular compacrificarion and yx
is any compactification of X less than ccX then yX is also a singular compacti-

fication.

L.5 NOTATION For any compactification yX of X, Cy(X) will denote the set

{flx: f ( C(yX)}. If f is a bounded real-valued singular function, f will be

regarded as a function fronl X into clpffX], i.e. we are letting K (in our definition

of singular map) be clçfiXl.The set Sr will denote the set of all singular maps in

Cy(X). Thus SB denotes the collection of all singular maps in C*(X). In order to be

more specific we may sonletinres use the notation S"(X) instead of S" indicating

precisely the space X under consideration. If g E C.y(X), 9v will denote the set of

extensions fv to yX of the functions f in g.

1.6 LEMMA Let f be a continuous function from a space X to a compacr

Hausdorff space z.LetY = clzflxl and K¡ = {F c x : F is compact}. Then s(f¡ =

o{ clyf[)crF]:F ( Kx ).

1.7 PROPOSITION If cvX is a compacrification of x, K is a compacr

Hausdorff space and f : X -) K is a continuous function which extends to fo :

cuX -) K then f"[cvXV(] = S(Ð.

1.8 coRoLLARY* Lerf :x-> K be a conrinuous map into a compact

Hausdorff space suclr rhar flXl is dense in K. Let Er(X) denote the ser of all

compactifications ccX of X such that f : X -) K extends to f* : cvX -) K. Then

f is a singular nrap if and only if f*[c)C\X] contains f[X] for some (equivalently for

all) cvX ( E(Ð.

X,.9 THEOREI\{ Let A be a subalgebra of C(X) that contains the consranr

functions, and separates the points and closed sets of X. Then,

1) there is a compactification y¡X of X with these properties:
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1a) For every f in A there exists an fv in C(V4X) such that fllx = f.

lb) l-et [v = {fv : f ( A J. Then Av sepa¡ares the points of yaX.

2) if aX is a compactification of X wirh the properties:

2a) For every f in A there exists an f. in C(c'¿Ð such that f"lx = f
2b) The fanrily Ao = { f" : f € A} separates points of y¡X,

then aX and y¡X are equivalont compactifications of X. In other words, yaX is

uniquely determined (up to equivalence) by properties 1a) and 1b).

Furthermore it is well known that if C*(X) C Cy(Ð then cuX É yX.

1.10 PROPOSITION ll-l Let I c cx(x). Then there exists a smallesr

compactification to which all functions in I extend.

1.11 NOTATION If I is contained in c*(X), rhe symbol <o.eX will denote the

smallest compactifrcation to which all functions in € extend. If f belongs to C*CK),

<o¡X will denote the smallest compacriñcation of X to which f extends.

L.12 PROPOSITION Let cvX be a compactification of X and I C C*(X). Then

€o separates the points of cv)C\X iff es"( = ô.0") is one-to-one on c¿)ilX.

1.13 PROPOSITION tFl Lnt9 g c*(x) and ccX be a compactifîcation of X.

Then cr¿X = <,¡sx if and only if each function g in g extends to g'in C(c¿X) and 9o

separates the points of c(X\X.

x.tr4 DEFINITION If f and g belong to C*(X), we will say rhar/ is equivalent

fo g, denoted by f = g, if f - g € C"(X). If g and gF are subsers of C*(X),(9 is said

to be equivalent to 9, denoted by I : I , if every function g in I is equivalent to

some function f in I ancl conversely.

X.tS PROPOSITION lFl If g C C*(X) then C.*(X) = clc,cx)<C"(X) U'9>,

(the closure in the unifonrr nomr topology of the subalgebra generated by C"(X) U

€) where C,*(X) = [flx : f ( C(ar.çX)] (as in 1.5).

1.I-6 THEOREM [CF] If aX is a conrpactification of X and g e S" then ccX =

sup{X Ur S(Ð :f ( 9} if and only if 9" separates thepoints of cv)ilX.
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L.t7 NOTATION We will denote X U S(f) equipped with the topology

described above by X U * S(Ð.

n.X8 PROPOSITION (Lemnra 1, [G]) If f : X-> Y is a singular function

mapping X into a closed subspace K of the compact Hausdorff space Y and g : y

-> Z is continuous so that clz(g"flXl) =Z,Ihen g.f is a singular function.

tr-.19 PROPOSITION (Corollary 3, [F]) If I and g are two equivalent subsets

of C*(X) then to.sX is equivalent to rosX.

n.20 PROPOSITION (Lemma 2, [F]) Let {cu¡X: i € A} be a family of

compactificarions of X and let cvX= supfou;X: i € A], then C,(X) =
clc"Cxr<U{C*(X) :i ( A}>.

1..2L THEOREM fTheoreur 2, lF]l If g C C*(X) separares the points from the

closed sets in X, then sup(<o¡X : f ( 9 ) =.o.cX.

1.22 THEOREM [SS] læt X be locally compact and non-compact and let K be a

compact Hausdorff space. If there is a continuous map f : X -) K from X into K

such that flN(*) ô Xl is dense in K for all neighbourhoods N("") of "" in r¡X then

X has a compactification X* with K as a remainder. Indeed, such an X* is the

closure of the graph of f in coX x K.

1.23 THEOREM Let X be locally compact and non-compact and let K be a

compact Hausdorff space. If f : X -> K is a singular function which maps X

densely into K then f rnaps N("") f-l X densely into K for any N(""). Furthermore

X Ur S(Ð is equivalent to cl,¡, çG¡ (in the sense that if m and h each embed X

into X Ui S(Ð and cl,¡, ¡1G¡ respectively then there exists a homeomorphism j

from X Ur S(Ð onto cl,oy¡¡G¡ such that j.m(¡¡ = h(x)). Hence a singular

compactification induced by a singular function f is equivalent to the closure of the

graph of f in <,¡X x S(Ð. Conversely, if f : X -> K is a function from X into K

which maps N(-) n X densely into K for any N("") then f is a singular map and

cl.x*¡çG¡ is equivalent to X U¡ S(Ð (as a compactification of X = G¡). Hence
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the closure of the graph of a function f (in a¡X x K) satisfying the above property

always yields a singulal conlpactification of X.
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CF{APTER 2

2.1 LEMMA* Let f : X -) Y be a continuous function from the space X into a

compact Hausdorff space Y. If aX is a compactificarion of X and f extends to f' :

qX 
-) Y so that fo se.parates the points of a)fiX, then cuX is equivalent (as a

compactification of X) to X U* S(Ð.

2.2 COROLLARY* If aX is a compactification of X then cr¿X can be expressed

in the form of X U * S(f), i.e. cvX is equivalent to X U * S(ec.ø).

2.3 CoRoLLARYt Ler X be a locally compacr Hausdorff space and y be a

compact Hausdorff space. Then there exists a topology on the disjoint union X U y
of X and Y such that the lesulting topological space is a singular compactif,rcation of

X iff Y is homeomotphic to the singular set of some evaluation map e.e induced by

a subset I of C*(X).

2.4 TITEORBM* a) Let f ( c*(x). Then ar¡X is equivalent to x U * s(Ð. In

particular, if f is a singular map then o¡X is a singular compactification and ar¡X is

equivalent to X Ur S(Ð.

b) If g C C*(X) and o3X is a singular compactification rhen t - es.{"rlx is a sin-

gular map (where r : <Ð,çX -) rosX\X is a retraction map) and al.sX is equivalent

to X U, S(t).

2.5 LEMMA* If cvX is a singular compactification, then every f ( C,(X) is equi-

valent to some function h ( S" (see f .i4).

2.6 THEOREM* If aX is a singular compactification then ccX is equivalent to

.r"X. Hence every sirtgular conipactification cuX of X is the supremum of the

family {X Ur S(Ð : f ( S"} of singularcompacrificarions.

2.7 EXAMPLE* Consider the two-point compactification of R, cuR = R U {pr,

Pz]. We claim that cvR canrlot be the supremum of singular compactifications i.e.

cR cannot be expressed in the form or5.R.
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2.8 PR.OPOSITION* Ler X be a topological space. The compactifïcation c¿X of

X is a supremum of a coilection of singular compactifications iff cvX is equivalent

to <osx for some I contai¡red in S*.

2.9 REMARK* For further teference, we would like to emphasize an important

point illustrated in the above exarnple. In this example, {f, g} is contained in Sp,

hence, by 1.16, ro1r,g¡X is equivalent to X Ur S(Ð V X Ue S(g). We have shown

that the evaluation map e{r, eJ = f x g is not a singular map even though ar1r,r¡X was

proven to be a singular compactification. Hence, if I is an arbitrary subset of Sp, it

is not sufficient that r'1.¡X be a singular compactification for e.s to be a singular map,

i.e. "(r¡.sX being singular does not imply that e.s is singular".

2.10 THBOREM* I-nt<9 Ç SB. Then the following are equivalenr:

1) osX is a singular compactification

2) There is a singular function k : X -) K mapping X densely into some compact

Hausdorff space K which extends to k''s : {ù<sX -> K such that k..c is one-to-one

on rù<sX\X (hence <,rsX is equivalent to X U¡ S(k)).

2.L1 THEOREM* Let ccX be a singular compamification of X. Let r : o¿X -)
a)ilX be a retraction map, and define g to be {f.rl¡ : f ( C(cX)}. Then g C So,

I is a subalgebra of C.(X), eer is a singular rtâp, esid separates points of aX\X,

and ccX : X Uesr S(es) : <oøX.

2,12 THEOREM* Let cvX be a compactification of X. l,et g be a subser of S,

such that the evaluation rnap esd i aX -) fl¡6.sS(f) separates the points of s)ÕX.

Then c,¿X is equivalent to o.cx. Furthemrore the following ale equivalent:

1) es is a singular ntap and <o.çX(= cuX) is equivalent to the singular com-

pactification X U* S(as)

2) e+slxl C en'.e[osx\X].

3) e.g is a singular map.

4) es is a singular nrap for every finite subsetØ of 9.
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5) *K.s'o O (<o.e)C\X) is a singleton set for every x ( X.

2.L3 PROPOSITION* If cX\X is not totally disconnected then csX is

equivalent to {r}5"X.

2.L4 PROPOSITION læt X be a strongly zero-dimensional not almost compacr

space. Then BX is the supremum of the family of the nro-point singular compacti-

fications of X. Hence BX = 6sox

2.L5 PROPOSITION* Let K[X] denote the family of all compactifîcations of

X. I-et Xd = (aX € KtXl : o¿X\X is homeomorphic to a closed interval of R ]. Then

Xt C {c,r¡X: f ( SB}, and, if X is connecred, then 7f - {or¡X: f € Sp}. (We will

consider the singleton set {a} in R as the closed interval [a,a] with empty interior).

2.16 PROPOSITION* Let f : X -) Kr and g : X-) K, be two singular

maps from the space X into the compact spaces K¡and Krrespectively such that

S(Ð = S(g). Then the following are equivalent:

1) X Ur S(Ð is equivalent to X U, S(g).

2) The function f : X -) S(f) extends continuously to a function f* : X Uc S(g)

-> S(Ð ( = S(e)) in such a way that fx separates the points of S(g).

2.tr7 EXAMPLE* The singular compactifications R U,in" S(sine) and R U"o,i,,"

S(cosine) are not equivalent.

2.1.8 DEFINITION* We will say that rwo functions f : X -> K and g : X

-) K from a space X to a space K are homeomorphically related if there exists a

homeomorphism h : clçffX] -> clçg[X] such that h(f(x)) = g(x) for all x in X.

2.19COROLLARY* Letf :X-) Kandg:X-) K betwo singularmaps

on X such that S(f) = S(g) = K. If f and g are homeomorphically related then X U¡

S(Ð is equivalent to X U, S(g).

2.20 EXAMPLE* The singular compactifications R U,in"e S(sin2) and R U-rz

S (cosz) are equivalent.
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CF{APT'ER. 3

3.1 ÐEFXNXTIONS We will say that ccX is the largest singular compactíÍîcation

of X if cvX is a singular compactification and, whenever "yX is a singular compacti-

fication of X, then yX 
= cvX, (i.e. X has a largest singular compactification if the

supremum in (K(X), <) of the set of all singular compactifications of X is a

singular compactification). We say that the compactification yX is a maximal

singular compactification if yX is singular and there does not exist a singular

compactification (X such that (X > "yX.

3.2 PROPOSITION* The conrpactification cuX of X is the largest singular

compactification of X if and only if aX - 6rsox and or5uX is singular.

3.3 DBFINITION* The compactification 6snx will be denoted by ¡rX

(whether it is singular or not). When we will speak of the p-compactification of X

we will mean ¡lX.

3.4 EXAMPLE* A space X such that ¡rX is strictly less than BX.

3.5 THEOREM* Læt X be a topological space. Then ¡r,X = PX if and only if

SpF sepatates the points of D rì (B)C\X) for each connected component D of BX.

3.6 THEOREM* If X is a corlnected non-compact space which is not almost

compact then the following are equivaìent:

1) pX = FX.

2) There is a corrtinuot¡s function from P)AX onto a closed interval with non-

empty interior.

3) The space X has a corÌlpactification cvX whose outgrowth au)AX is homeo-

morphic to a closed interval of real numbers (with non-empty interior).

4) The space X has a singular compactification which is not the one-point

compactification <oX of X.

5) SB contains a non-constant funcfion.
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3.7 THEOREM* Let X be a locally compacr space. Then the following are

equivalent:

1) pX = pX.

2) At least one of the two following conditions is satisfied:

a) Any two points of B>CtX are contained in distinct connected components of

px.

b) There is a continuous function from P)ÕX onto a closed interval with non-

empty interior.

3.8 THEOREM* Let R* = {x ( R : x } 0} and"o be apointin BR*ç*. lÆr S

be an infinite compact scattered space and Y = BR+\{".}. l,et X = S x Y and X* be

the quotient space of X obtained by collapsing to a single point the doubleton

{ (0,0),(o2,0) } and fixing all other points of X. Then pr,(X*) + F (X*).

3.9 LEMMA* If D is a closed C-embedded copy of N in a locally compacr space

X then (clB¡D)Ð is a P-set of B)Cü.

3.L0 LEMMA* If X contains a C-embedded copy of N (i.e. if X is not pseudo-

compact) then ¡.r.X = pX.

3.1X. THEOREM* If X has a largest singular compactification ¡r.X then X does

not contain a C-embedded copy of N (i.e. X is pseudocompact) .

3.12 DEFINITION The subset C#(X) of C(X) is the set of all real-valued

functions f such that for every maximal ideat M in C(X) there exists a real numbor r

suchthatf -r ( M.

3.13 TFIEOREM (1.10 of [A]) The space X is pseudocompact if and only if

CCX) = C#(X).

3.14 THEOREM (1.7 of fAl) The following are equivalent for f in C*(X)

1) f belongs to C#(X).

2)For every open subset U of PX ftu n Xl = fÊtul.

3) Clþxz(f - r) = Z(fe - r) for any r ( R.
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4) f maps zero sets ro closecl sets.

3.L5 LEMMA* If X is a non-compact pseudocompact space and cvx is a

compactification of X then, for each f ( So, z(Ð is nor compact whenever Z(f") is

non-empty. Furthennore cl*¡Z(f) =Z(f") for all f € C*CX).

3.x6 PROPOSITION* If x is pseudocompacr and cvX = x UrS(Ð is a singular

compactification of X such that S(Ð is a subset of R (up to homeomorphism) then

f*(x) is non-compact for any x € S(Ð and ftxl = S(Ð.

3.L7 EXAMPLE*

3.18 LEMMA* If {f": n ( N} is a sequence of real-valued. singularfunctions

which converges uniformly to a function f in C*(X) then f is also a singular

function.

3.L9 THEORBM* A compactification c{X of X is singular iff S* contains a sub-

algebra (9 of C*(X) sirch that €" separates the points of cXlX. Furthermore if g is

a subalgebra C*(X) which is contained in S, such that g'separates the points of

c¿)AX then e.s is a singular map and aX = to.ex = X Ue"e S(e.s) (a singular

compactificaúon).

3.20 THEOREM* Let ctX be a compactification of the space X. There is a one-

to-one correspondence between the reEaction maps from cX onto cX\X and the

subalgebras I of C,(X) such that g E S, and 9"lo¡q = C(crX\X). If cX is not a

singular compactification then no such retraction map r or such a subalgebra I
exist.

3.2X. TFIEOREM* The compactification o¿X of X is singular iff So, contains a

closed subalgebra (9 of C"(X) such that rhe mapping þ :9 -) C(cs>nx) from I
onto C(or)ilX) defined by 4r(Ð = folo>nx is an isomorphism.

3.22 TLIEOREM'k Let cvX be a compactification of X. Then cuX is a singular

compactification of X iff 99? is the isomo¡phic image of a closed subring ?F (of
C-(X)
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C.,(X)) C So under the homonrorphism G : g 
-t *'*'ci¡i defined bY ø(f) =

C-(X) + f.

3.23 THEOREM* Let ¿vX be a compactification of X. Then c¿X is a singular

compactification iff C"(X) = C*(X) @ € (the vector spacs direcr sum) for some

closed subalgebra I of C*(X) contained in S.,.

3,24 EX.AMPLE* An example of an upward di¡ected family .l of singular com-

pactifications whose supl'eulum is not a singular compactifîcation.

3.25 THEOREMT If X is a locally compact and Hausdorff space then the

following are equivalent:

1) The space X has a largest singular compactification (i.e. çr.X is a singular

compactification).

2) The set S,. contains a sLrbalgebra9 of C,,(X) such that gp separates the points of

¡r)ilX.

3) The set S,,' contains a closed subalgebra I of Co(X) such that the mapping Þ : g

isomorphism.

4) The quotient ring tdX) 
is the isomorphic image of a closed subring g (of

cr,(X)) Ç sr.. under the canonical homomo¡phism o :9F -t *ä 
defined

by .(Ð = C-(X) + f.

5) The set Cp(X) = C*(X) @ 
(9 (the vector space direct sum) for some closed

subalgebra I of C*(X) contained in S*.

3.26 COROLLARY* For a locally compact Hausdorff space X the following

are equivalent:

1) The space X is retractive (i.e. pX is a singular compactification).
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2)The set SB contains a subalgebra9 of C*(Ð such that gF separates the points of

p)ûx.

3) The set SB contains a closed subalgebra I of C*(X) such that the mapping þ :9

isomorphism.

4) The quotient ring ç*9:J is the isomorphic image of a ctosed subring ?F (of..c-(x)

Cu.(X)) Ç Sr. under the canonical homomorphism s : lF -t ffiì defined

bY o(Ð = C-(X) + f.

5) The set Cp(X) = C-(X) @ I (the vector space direct sum) for some closed

subalgebra I of C*(X) contained in Sp .

3.21 EXLMPLE* A space X whose family of singular compactifîcations forms

a (complete) lattice even though BX is not singular.

3.28 EXAMPLE* A lattice of singular compactifications of a space X is not

necessarily a complete lattice.
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CF{APTER, 4

4.1 T'FIEOREM (Glicksberg) If X and Y are infinite, then the product space X x

Y is pseudocompac if and only if x x Y is c*-embedded in pX x By, i.e. p(X x

Y)=pXxpY.

4.2 PROPOSITION (8.21 of twal) The product of two pseudocompacr

spaces one of which is also locally compact is pseudocompact .

4.3 PROPOSITION The outgrowths of the singular compactifications of N are

the compact separable spaces.

4.4 EXAMPLE* The product space ¡ = [0,<o 1) x I (where I is the closed unit

interval) equipped with the product topology has a ¡r-compactifîcation ¡r.X which is

singular.

4.s EXAMPLE* ræt X = BR\{x, y} where x and y are distinct points in BR\R.

Let Y = I, where I is the closed unit interval. Then fr(X x Y) is not equivalent to

¡r,X x ¡r,Y.

4.6 EXAMPLES* of two spaces X such that ¡r,X = px but where p.x is nor

singular.

4.7 EXAMPLE* of a space X such that 6rx + px and g,r,X is not singular.
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CFIAPTER 5

5.X. ÐEFINITION Let yX be a compactification of X and npv I FX -> VX

denote the natural map from BX onto yX. We say that yX is perfect if, for every p

€ P)AX, trB"*(p) is connected.

5.2 PROPOSITION Let yX be a compactification of X. For open subset U of

X, let Ex"xu = y)Ac1"x()ilu), the extension of u in yX. Then the following are

equivalent:

1) VX is a perfect compacrifìcation.

2) For any pair of disjoint subsets A and B of X, c\xA r.ì cl"xB = Ø fff c\¡FrxA

O c\¡Fr¡B = Ø.

3) If u and v are disjoinr open subsets of X, then Exrx(u u v) = E\xu u
Ex"xV.

4) For any open subset U of X, cl"x@rxU) = Fr"¡Ex.rxU.

5.3 DEFINITION A subring g of Cx(X) is algebraíc if Ø contains the constanr

functions and those functions f ( C*CX) such that f2 €. g.

5.4 PROPOSITION (i6.30 and 16.31 of [GJ]) a) The set g of all functions in

C*(X) which are constant on a given subset S of X is an algebraic subring of

C*6) which is closed in the uniform nomr topology.

b) If X is compact and 9F is an algebraic subring of C*(X) then each maximal

stationary set of I is connected.

5.5 LEMMA* Let yX be a compacrifîcation of X and <g = Ç(X). Then dpy =

eq"{*"e"g9.

5.6 NOTE* Let g C q(X). We claim that the subsets of X of theform e,uv*(p¡

(where p ( e,sv[yX]) are the ntaximal stationary sets of <9v.L-et S be a maximal

stationary set of 9v.

5"7 T'HEOR.EM [D] Let yX be a compacificarion of X. Then yX is a perfect

compactification iff Cy(X) is an algebraic subring of C*(X).
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5.8 PROPOSITXONn. If g is an algebraic subring of C*(X) which separates the

points and closed sets of X then I determines a perfect compactification of X.

5.9 T'FIEOREM (Lemma 2.3 oî tDl) If yX is a perfect compactificarion rhen

Cy(X) = {f € C*(X) : clryZ(f - rr) ll clryZ(f -rz) = Ø whenever r¡*r2}.

5.10 THEOREM (corollary 3.6 of tDl) If X is pseudocompacr rhen, for any

compactification yx of x, cy(x) = {f ( c*(x) : clrxz(f - rr) o clrxz(f - r) =

Ø whenever 11* r2l.

5.11 EXAMPLE* of a non-perfect compacrification yx such that c.,,(X) = (f (

C*(X) : clrxZ(f -rr) O clrxZ(f-re) = Ø whenever\*r2].

5.tr2 DEFINTTION* læt yX be a compacrification of X and u and v be

disjoint subsets of X. The sets U and V are said to be y-separated if there exists a

subset M of yX containing X and a real-valued function f on M with compact fibres

such that rl* € c*(x) and such rhat f[u] and flvl have disjoint closures in of R.

5.13 DEFINITION* A compactification yX is said to be a pseu.doperfect com-

pacttÍícatìon rf any two subsets U and V of X which are y-separated have disjoint

closures in yX.

5.L4 PROPOSITION (Taimanov's Theorem) Let c¿x and ay be a compacrifi-

cation of X and Y respectively, and let f be a map from X onto y. There is a map fx

: cxX -) aY extending f if and only if, for A, B E Y, cl,yA ñ cloyB = Ø implies

that cl*¡f*[A] O cl"¡f*lBJ = Ø.

5.1.5 TTIEOREM* t et yX be a compactification of X. Then the following are

equivalent:

1) VX is a pseudoperfect compacrification.

2) C"(X) = {f ( C*(X) :cl.rxZ(f -rr) o cl.rxZ(f -h)=Ø wheneverrr #r2}.

3)If f ( C*(X)such that c\",yZ(f-rr) ñ clrxZ(î-îz)= Øwheneverrl*12 rhen

cl"xf*lAl O clrxflB] = Ø for any subsets A a¡d B of f[X] with disjoint closures in

R.
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5.t6 EX,aMPLE* The ore-poinr compacrificarion o R of R is not pseudo-

perfect.
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